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1
Introduction to Cellular

Mobile Systems

1.1 Why Cellular Mobile
Telephone Systems?

1.1.1 Limitations of conventional mobile
telephone systems

One of many reasons for developing a cellular mobile telephone system

and deploying it in many cities is the operational limitations of con-
ventional mobile telephone systems: limited service capability, poor
service performance, and inefficient frequency spectrum utilization.

Limited service capability. A conventional mobile telephone system is
usually designed by selecting one or more channels from a specific
frequency allocation for use in autonomous geographic zones, as
shown in Fig. 1.1. The communications coverage area of each zone is
normally planned to be as large as possible, which means that the
transmitted power should be as high as the federal specification al-
lows. The user who starts a call in one zone has to reinitiate the call
when moving into a new zone (see Fig. 1.1) because the call will be
dropped. This is an undesirable radio telephone system since there is
no guarantee that a call can be completed without a handoff capability.

The handoff is a process of automatically changing frequencies as
the mobile unit moves into a different frequency zone so that the con-
versation can be continued in a new frequency zone without redialing-
Another disadvantage of the conventional system is that the number
of active users is limited to the number of channels assigned to a
particular frequency zone.
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Poor service performance. In the past, a total of 33 channels were al-
located to three mobile telephone systems: Mobile Telephone Service
(MTS), Improved Mobile Telephone Service (JMTS) MJ systems, and
Improved Mobile Telephone Service (IMTS) MX systems. MTS oper-
ates around 40 MHz and MJ operates at 150 MHz; both provide ii
channels; IMTS MK operates at 450 MHz and provides 12 channels.
These 33 channels must. cover an area 50 ml in diameter. In 1976,
New York City had 6 channels of MJ serving 320 customers, with
another 2400 customers on a waiting list- New York City also had 6
channels of MK serving 225 customers, with another 1300 customers
on a waiting list. The large number of subscribers created a high
blocking probability during busy hours. The actual number of block-
ings will be shown later. Although service performance was undesir-
able, the demand was still great. A high-capacity system for mobile
telephones was needed.

Inefficient frequency spectrum utilization. In a conventional mobile
'telephone system, the frequency utilization measurement M0 is de-
fined as the maximum number of customers that could be served by
one channel at the busy hour. Equation (1.1-1) gives the 1976 New
York City data cited earlier.

M0
nO. of customers=	 (conventional systems)	 (1.1-1)

channel

	

53 customers/channel	 (MJ system)
or	 = {37 customers/channel	 (MX system)
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Assume an average calling time of 1.76 min and apply the Er1ang .8
model (lost-calls-cleared conditions). Calculate the blocking probabil-
ity as follows: Use 6 channels, with each channel serving the two dif-
ferent numbers of customers shown in Eq. (1.1 . 1). The offered load
can then be obtained by Eq. (1.1-2).

A 
= av calling time (minutes) x total customers 	 erlangs (1.1-2)

60 mm

A1 
= 1.76 X 53 x 6

60	
erlangs	 (MJ system)

1.76 x 37 x 6
A 2 = 60	

= 6.51 erlangs	 (MK system)

Given that the number of channels is 6 and the offered loads are
A 1 = 9.33 and A2 = 6.51, read from the table in Appendix 1.1 to obtain
the blocking probabilities B 1 = 50 percent (MJ system) and B2 = 30
percent (MK system), respectively. It is likely that half the initiating
calls will be blocked in the MJ system, a very high blocking
probability.

If the actual average calling time is greater than 1.76 min, the
blocking probability can be even higher. To reduce the blocking prob-
ability, we must decrease the value of the frequency spectrum utili-
zation measurement M0 as shown in Eq. (1.1-1).

As far as frequency spectrum utilization is concerned, the
conventional system does not utilize the spectrum efficiently since
each channel can only serve one customer at a time in a whole area.
A new cellular system that measures the frequency spectrum utili-
zation differently from Eq. (1.1-1) and proves to be efficient is dis-
cussed in Sec. 1.1.2.

1.1.2 Spectrum efficiency considerations
A major problem facing the radio communication industry is the lim-
itation of the available radio frequency spectrum. In setting allocation
policy, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) seeks systems
which need minimal bandwidth but provide high usage and consumer
satisfaction.

The ideal mobile telephone system would operate within a limited
assigned frequency band and would serve an almost unlimited number
of users in unlimited areas. Three major approaches to achieve the
ideal are

1. Single-sideband (SSB), which divides the allocated frequency band
into maximuth numbers of channels
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2. Cellular; which reuses the allocated frequency band in different
geographic locations

3. Spread spectrum or frequency-hopped, which generates many codes
over a wide frequency band

In 1971, the cellular approach was shown to be a spectrally efficient
system.' The comparison of an analog cellular approach with other
digital cellular system approaches is given in Chap. 15.

1.1.3 Technology, feasibility, and
service affordability
In 1971, the computer industry entered a new era. Microprocessors
and minicomputers are now used for controlling many complicated
features and functions with less power and size than was previously
possible. Large-scale integrated (LSD circuit technology reduced the
size of mobile transceivers so that they easily fit into the standard
automobile. These achievements were a few of the requirements for
developing advanced mobile phone systems and encouraging engi-
neers to pursue this direction.

Another factor was the price reduction of the mobile telephone unit.
LSI technology and mass production contribute to reduced cost so that
in the near future an average-income family should be able to afford
a mobile telephone unit.

On Jan. 4, 1979, the FCC authorized Illinois Bell Telephone Co.
(IBT) to conduct a developmental cellular system in the Chicago area
and make a limited commercial offering of its cellular service to the
public. In addition, American Radio Telephone Service, Inc., (ARTS)
was authorized to operate a cellular system in the Washington, D.C.-
-Baltimore, Md., area- These first systems showed the technological
feasibility and affordability of cellular service.

1.1.4 Why 800 MHz?
Tha FCC's decision to choose 800 MHz was made because of severe
spectrum limitations at lower frequency bands. FM broadcasting ser-
vices operate in the vicinity of 100 MHz. The television broadcasting
service starts at 41 MHz and extends up to 960 MHz.

Air-to-ground systems use 118 to 136 MHz; military aircraft use 225
to 400 MHz. The maritime mobile service is located in the vicinity of
160 MHz. Also fixed-station services are allocated portions of the 30-
to 100-MHz band. Therefore, it was hard for the FCC to allocate a
spectrum in the lower portions of the 30- to 400-MHz band since the
services of this band had become so crowded. On the other hand, mo-
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bile radio transmission cannot be applied at 10 GHz or above because
severe propagation path loss, multipath fading, and rain activity make
the medium improper for mobile communications.

Fortunately, 800 MHz was originally assigned to educational TV
channels. Cable TV service became a big factor in the mid-70s and
shared the load of providing TV channels. This situation opened up
the 800-MHz band to some extent, and the FCC allocated a 40-MHz
system at 800 MHz to mobile radio cellular systems.

Although 800 MHz is not the ideal transmission medium for mobile
radio, it has been demonstrated that a cellular mobile radio system2'3
that does not go beyond this frequency band can be deployed. Needless
to say, the medium of transmitting an 800-MHz signal, although it is
workable, is already very difficult. Section 1.6.1 briefly describes the
transmission medium. 	 -.

1.2 History of 800-MHz
Spectrum Allocation

In 1958, the Bell S ystem (FCC Docket 11997) proposed a 75-MHz sys-
tem at 800 MHz, quite a broadband proposal. In 1970, the FCC
(Docket 18262)' tentatively decided to allocate 75 MHz for a wire-line
common carrier. In December 1971 the Bell System assured technical
feasibility by showing how a cellular mobile system could be designed.'
In 1974, the FCC allocated 40 MHz of the spectrum, with one cellular
system to be licensed per market. There was considerable uncertainty
in predicting the cellular market. However, the FCC strategically
placed spectrum reserves totaling 20 MHz in proximity to the cellular
allocation.

In 1980, the FCC reconsidered its one-system-per-market strategy
and studied the possibility of introducing competition into the previ-
ous one-carrier markets. Although cost savings make one cellular sys-
tem per market attractive, balancing the benefits of economies of scale
against the benefits of competition, two licensed carriers per service
area was more in line with emerging FCC policies.
• Trunking efficiency degradation using two carriers per service area

will be discussed in Sec. 1.3. It was the FCC's view that such an ap-
proach, while not gaining the full competitive market structure, would
provide some competitive advantages. The frequencies will be as-
signed in 20-MHz groups identified as block A and block B, or called
band A and band B.

Two bands serve two different groups in the standard situation: one
for wire-line (telephone) companies* and one for non-wire-line (non-

* Let telephone companies operate mobile radio telephone systems
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TABLE 1.1 Mobile and Base Transmission Frequencies

Bandf	 Mobile	 Base

824-835, 845-846.5
	

869-880,890-891.5
835-845, 846.5-849
	 880-890, 891.5-894

Two systems/market

Non-wire-linet
Wire-line

0n July 24. 1986, an additional 5 MHz was allocated to each band. Therefore, an addi-
tional 83 channels were added to each band. The system accommodating an additional 83
channels may be ready in mid-1988.

t416 channels per band, 30 kHz per channel.
tMaiority are non-wire-line companies.

telephone) companies. Each company designs its own system and di-
vides the area into geographic areas, or cells. Each cell operates within
its own bands (see. Table 1.1).

Since 30 kHz is the specified bandwidth, each band operating now-
adays consists of 333 channels.t How to utilize these limited resources
to provide adequate voice quality and service performance to an un-
restricted population size presents a challenge.

1.3 Trunking Efficiency

To explore the trunking efficiency degradation inherent in licensing
two or more carriers rather than one, compare the trunking efficiency
between one cellular system per market operating 666 channels and

two cellular systems per market each operating 333 channels. Assume
that all frequency channels are evenly divided into seven subareas
called cells. In each cell, the blocking probability of 0.02 is assumed.
Also the average calling time is assumed to be 1.76 ruin.

Look up the table of Appendix 1.1 with N1 =	 95 and B

0.02 to obtain the offered load A. = 83.1 and with N2 = 333/7= 47.5

and B = 0.02 to obtain A2 = 38. Since two carriers each operating 333
channels are considered, the total offered load is 2A 2. We then realize
that

A1 -^: 2A2 (1.3.1)

By converting Eq. (1.3-1) to the number of users wLa can be served in
a busy hous, the average calling time of 1.76 min is introduced. The
number of-calls per hour served in a cell can be expressed as

= Ax60 
calls/h
	

(L3-2)

Then
t Most analyses in this book are based on the present channel numbers of 333

channels per system.
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1	 2	 5	 10	 20
Blocking probability. %

ruguro 1.2 
Degradation of trunking efficiency—comparing one carrier/market

and other-than-one-carrier/market.

= f 2832.95 calls/h	 (1 carrier/market)
1295.45 x 2 2590.9 calls/h 	 (2 carriers/market)

The trunking efficiency degradation factor can be calculated as

= 2832.95 - 2590.9 8.5%	 (1.3-3)
1.	 2832.95	 -

for a blocking probability of 2 percent. Figure 1.2 shows n, by com-
paring one carrier per market with more than one carrier per market
situations with different blocking probability conditions. The degra-
dation of trunking efficiency decreases as the blocking probability in-
creases. As the number of carriers per market increases the degra-
dation increases. However, when a high percentage of blocking
probability, say more than 20 percent, occurs, the performance of one
carrier per market is already so poor that fiirth ' r do c41n60' becomes

insignificant, as Fig- 1.2 show—.
For a 2 percent blocking probability, the trunking efficiency of one

carrier per market does show a greater advantage when compared to
other scenarios.

1.4 A Basic Cellular System 	 -

A basic cellular system consists of L1liC .)arts: ,a mobile unit, a cell
site, and a mobile telephone switching office (MTSO). as Fig. 1.3
shows, with connections to link the three subsystems.
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flgum 1.3 Cellular system.

1. Mobile units. A mobile telephone unit contains a control unit, a
transceiver, and an antenna system.

2. Cell site. The cell site provides interface between the MTSO and
the mobile units. it has a control unit, radio cabinets, antennas, a
power plant, and data terminals.

3. MTSO. The switching office, the central coordinating element for
all cell sites, contains the cellular processor and cellular switch. It
interfaces with telephone company zone offices, controls call process-
ing, and handles billing activities.

4. Connections. The radio and high-speed data links connect the
three subsystems. Each mobile unit can only use one channel at a time
for its communication link. But the channel is not fixed; it can be any
one in the entire hand assigned by the serving area, with each site
having multichannel capabilities that can connect simultaneously to
many mobile units.

The MTSO is the heart of the cellular mobile system. Its processor
provides central coordination and cellular administration.

The cellular switch, which can be either analog or digital, switches
calls to connect mobile subscribers to other mobile subscribers and to
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the nationwide telephone network. it uses voice trunks similar to
telephone company interoffice voice trunks. It also contains data links
providing supervision links between the processor and the switch and
between the cell sites and the processor. The radio link carries the
voice and signaling between the mobile unit and the cell site. The
high-speed data links cannot be transmitted over the standard tele-
phone trunks and therefore must use either microwave links or
carriers (wire lines). Microwave radio links or T-carriers carry both
voice and data between the cell site and the MTSO.

1.5 Performance Criteria
There are three categories for speci fying performance criteria.

1.5.1 Voice quality
Voice quality is very hard to judge without subjective tests from users'
opinions. In this technical area engineers cannot decide how to build
a system without knowing the voice quality that will satisfy the users.
In military communications, the situation differs: armed forces per-

sonnel must use the assigned equipment.
For any given commercial communications system, the voice quality

will be based upon the following criterion: a set value x at which y
percent of customers rate the system voice quality (from transmitter
to receiver) as good or excellent, the top two circuit merits (CM) of the
five listed below.

CM	 Score	 Quality scale

CM5	 5	 Excellent (speech perfectly understandable)

CM4	 4	 Good (speech easily understandable, some noise)
CM3	 3	 Fair (speech understandable with a slight effort, occasional repeti-

tions needed)
CM2	 2	 Poor (speech understandable 00 1 with considerable effort, frequent

repetitions needed)
CM!	 1	 Unsatisfactory (speech not understandable) -

As the percentage of customers choosing CM4 and CMS increases, the
cost of building the system rises.

The average of the CM scores obtained from all the- listeners is

called mean opinion score (MOS). Usually the toll-quality voice is

around MOS ^ 4.
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1.5.2 Service quality
Three items are required for service quality.

1. coverage: The system should serve an area as large as possible.
With radio coverage, however, because of irregular terrain config-
urations, it is usually not practical to cover 100 percent of the area
for two reasons:
a. The transmitted power would have to be very high to illuminate

weak spots with sufficient reception, a significant added cost
factor.

b. The higher the transmitted power, the harder it becomes to con-
trol interference.

Therefore, systems usually try to cover 90 percent of an area in flat
terrain and 75 percent of an area in hilly terrain. The combined
voice quality and coverage criteria in AMPS cellular system S3 state
that 75 percent of users rate the voice quality between good and
excellent in 90 percent of the served area, which is generally flat
terrain. The voice quality and coverage criteria would be adjusted
as per decided various terrain conditions. In hilly terrain, 90 per-
cent of users must rate voice quality good or excellent in 75 percent
of the served area. A system operator can lower the percentage
values stated above for a low-performance and low-cost system.

2. Required grade of service. For a normal the grade
of service is specified for aIEng pffibility of 02for initiating
calls at the busy hour. This is an average value. However, the block-
ing probability at each cell site will be different. At the busy hour,
near freeways, automobile traffic is usually heavy, so the blocking
probability at certain cell sites may be higher than 2 percent, es-
pecially when car accidents occur. To decrease the blocking proba-
bility requires a good system plan and a sufficient number of radio
channels.

3. Number of dropped calls. During Q calls in an hour, if a call is
dropped and Q - 1 calls are completed, then the call drop rate is
IJQ. This drop rate must be kept low. A high drop rate could be
caused by either coverage problems or handoff problems related to
inadequate channel availability. How to estimate the number of
dropped calls will be described in Chap. 9.

1.5.3 Special features
A system would like to provide as many special features as possible,
such as call forwarding, call waiting, voice stored (VSR) box, automatic
roaming, or navigation services. However, sometimes the customers
may not be willing to pay extra charges for these special services.
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Figure 1.4 Mobile radio transmission model

1.6 uniqueness of Mobile
Radio Environment

1.6.1 Description of mobile radio
transmission medium

The propagation attenuation. In general, the propagation path loss in-
creases not only with frequency but also with distance. If the antenna
height at the cell site is 30 to 100 m and at the mobile unit about 3
m, and the distance between the cell site and the mobile unit is usu-
ally 2 km or more, then the incident angles of both the direct wave
and the reflected wave are very small, as Fig. 1.4 shows. The incident
angle of the direct wave is O, and the incident angle of the reflected

wave is °2• 1 is also called the elevation angle. The propagation path

loss would be 40 dB/dec,4 where "deC is an abbreviation of decade,

i.e., a period of 10. This means that a 40-dB toss at a signal receiver

will be observed by the mobile unit as it moves from 1 to 10 km.

Therefore C is inversely proportional to R4.

	

C R 4 = aR	 (1.6.1)

where C = received carrier power

R = distance measured from the transmitter to the receiver

a = constant

The difference in power reception at two different distances R1 and R2

will result UI

	

= (y.4	 - ( 1.6-2a)
C 1 \R1/

and the decibel expression of Eq. (1.6-2) is
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AC (in dB) = C2 - C 1 (in dB)

10 log	 = 40 log	 (1.6-25)

When R2 = 21?,, AC = —12 dB; when R2 = 10R 1 , AC = —40 dB.
This 40 dB/dec is the general rule for the mobile radio environment

and is easy to remember. It is also easy to compare to the free-space
propagation rule of 20 dB/dec. The linear and decibel scale expressions
are

C " R 2	(free space)	 (1.6-3a)

and

AC C2 (in dB) - C, (in dB)

20 log j1	 (free space)	 (1.6-35)
2

In a real mobile radio environment, the propagation path-loss slope
varies as

C 1? -' = a)?"	 (1.6-4)

-y usually lies between 2 and 5 depending on the actual conditions.'
Of course y cannot be lower than 2, which is the free-space condition.
The decibel scale expression of Eq. (1.6-4) is

C	 10 log a - 10-y log)?	 dB	 (1.6-5)

=

Severe fading. Since the antenna height of the mobile unit is lower
than its typical surroundings, and the carrier frequency wavelength
is much less than the sizes of the surrounding structures, mu)tipath
waves are generated. At the mobile unit, the sum of the multipath
waves causes a signal-fading phenomenon. The signal fluctuates in a
range of about 40 dB (10 dB above and 30 dB below the average sig-
nal). We can visualize the nulls of the fluctuation at the baseband at
about every half wavelength in space, but all nulls do not occur at the
same level, as Fig. 1.5 shows. If the mobile unit moves fast, the rate
of fluctuation is fast. For instance, at 850 MHz, the wavelength is
roughly 0.35 m (1 ft). If the speed of the mobile unit is 24 km/h (15
mi/h), or 6.7 m/s, the rate of fluctuation of the signal reception at a
10-dB level below the average power of a fading signal is 15 nulls per
second (see Sec. 1.6.3).
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Figure l.5 Atypical fading signal received while the mobile unit is moving. (Reprint after

Lee. Ref. 4, p. 46.)

1.6.2 Model of transmission medium
A mobile radio signal r(t), illustrated in Fig. 1.6, can be artificially
characterized by two components m(t) and r0(t) based on natural phys-

ical phenomena.

r(t) = m(t)r0(t)	 (1.6-6)

The component m(t) is called local mean, long-terni fading, or lognor-

mal fading and its variation is due to the terrain contour between the
base station and the mobile unit. The factor r0 is called multipath

fading, short-term fading, or Rayleigh fading and its variation is due
to the waves reflected from the surrounding buildings and other struc-
tures. The Tong-term fading m(t) can be obtained from Eq. (1.6-7a).

771(t1) =_
2T	

-(t) dt	 (1.6-7a) -

where 27' is the time interval for averaging r(t). 7' can be determined

based on the fading rate of r(t), usually 40 to 80 fades.' Therefore, m(t)

is the envelope of r(t), as shown in Fig. 1.6a. Equation (1.6-7a) also
can be expressed in spatial scale as

,n(x1) = -f--	 r(x) dx	 (1.6-7b)
2L ixi-L
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FIgure 1.6 A mobile radio signal fading representation- (a) A mobile signal
fading. (b) A short-term signal fading.

The length of 2L has been determined to be 20 to 40 wavelengths.'
Using 36 or up to 50 samples in an interval of 40 wavelengths is an
adequate averaging process for obtaining the local means.'

The factor m(t) or m(x) is also found to be a log-normal distribution
based on its charactebstics caused by the terrain contour. The short-
term fading r0 is obtained by

r0 (in 48) = r(t) - m(t)	 dB	 (1.6-8)

as shown in Fig. 1.6b. The factor r0(t) follows a Rayleigh distribution,
assuming that only reflected waves from local surroundings are the
ones received (a normal situation for the mobile radio environment).
Therefore, the term Rayleigh fading is often used.

1.6.3 Mobile fading characteristics
Rayleigh fading is also called multipath fading in the mobile radio
environment. When these multipath waves bounce back and forth due
to the buildings and houses, they form many standing-wave pairs in
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Figure 1.7 A mobile radio environment—two parts. (1) Propa-
gation loss; (2) multipath fading.

space, as shown in Fig. 1.7. Those standing-wave pairs are summed
together and become an irregular wave-fading structure. When a mo-
bile unit is standing still, its receiver only receives a signal strength

at that spot, go a constant signal is observed. When the mobile unit
is moving, the fading structure of the wave in the space is received.
It is a multipath fading. The recorded fading becomes fast as the ve-

hicle moves faster.

The radius of the active scatterer region. The mobile radio multipath
fading shown in Fig. 1.7 explains the fading mechanism. The radius
of the active scatterer region at 850 MHz can be obtained indirectly
as shown in Ref. 12. The radius is roughly 100 wavelengths. The active
scatterer region always moves with the mobile unit as its center. It
means that some houses were inactive scatterers r't became active
as the mobile unit approached them; some houses were active scat-
terers and became inactive as the mobile unit drove away from them.

Standing waves expressed in a linear scale and a log scale. We first in-
troduce a sine wave in a log scale.

y10 Cos I3x	 dB	 (1.6-9)

A log plot of the sine wave of Eq. (1.6-9) is snown in Fig. 1.8a. The
linear expression of Eq. (1.6-9) then is shown in Fig. 18b. The sym-
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rigure 1.8 The linear plot and the log plot of a sine wave. (a)
In linear scale; (b) in log scale.

metrical waveform in a log plot becomes an unsymmetrical waveform
when plotted on a linear scale. It shows that the sine wave waveform
in a log scale becomes a completely different waveform when ex-
pressed on a linear scale and vice versa. Two sine waves, the incident
wave traveling along the x-axis (traveling to the left) and the reflected
wave traveling in the opposite direction, can be expressed as

eo =	 (1.6-10)
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and	 el=	 (1.6-11)

where to = angular frequency
13 = wave number ( 2ir/X)
8 = time-phase lead of e 1 with respect, to enat x = 0

The two waves form a standing-wave pattern.

eeo +e i R cos (wt	 6)	 (1.6-12)

where the amplitude R becomes

R = vt+ E 1 )2 cos2 ç3x + (E0 - EI)2 sin2 fix	 (1.6-13)

We are plotting two cases.

Case I. E0 1, E1 = 1; that is, the reflection coefficient = 1,

E0 + E1
Standing wave ratio (SWR) = E0 -	 =

and	 1? 2 cos 

Case 2. E0 = 1, E 0.5; that is, the reflection coefficient = 0.5, SWR 3, and

R = vZIT)2 11g2 0,1 + (0 . 5)2 sin2 Bx	 (1.6-iS)

The linear expression of Eqs. (1.6-14) and (1.6-15) are shown in Fig.

1.9a. The log-scale expression of Eqs. (1.6-14) and (1.6-15) are shown
in Fig. 1.9b. The waveform of Fig. lOb is the first sign of the fading
signal which resembles the real fading signal shown in Fig. 1.5.

First-order and second-order statistics of fading. Fading occurs on the
signal reception when the mobile unit is moving. The first-order sta-
tistics, such as average power probability cumulative distribution
function (CDF) and bit error rate, are independent of time. The
second-order statistics, -such as level crossing rate, average duration
of fades, and word error rate, are time functions or velocity-related
functions. The data signaling format is based on these characteristics.
The description of the fading characteristic can be found in detail in
two books, Refs. 4 and 5.

Some data can be found from Fig. 1.10a, the cumulative distribution
function (OF), and Fig. 1.1Ob, the level crossing rate. In Fig. 1.10a,
the equation of CDF for a Rayleigh fading is used as follows:

P(x s A) = 1 -	 -	 (1.6-16)

and	 P(y s L) = 1 -	 (1.6-17)
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FIgure 1.9 The linear plot and the log plot of a standing wave. (a) in
linear scale; (b) in log scale.

where P and L are the mean square value and the average power,
respectively. In Fig. 1. 10a, about 9 percent of the total signal is below
a level of —10 dB with respect to average power. In Fig. 1.10b, the
level crossing rate (icr) at a level A is

=
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Figure 1.10 Fading characteristics. (a) CDF. (After Lee, Ref. 5, p. 33.) (6) Level crossing

rate. (c) Average duration of fades.

where nR is the normalized icr which is independent of wavelength
and the car speed. At a level of -10 dB, no = 0.3 can be found from

Fig. l.lOb. Assume that a signal of 850 MHz is received at a mobile
unit with a velocity of 24 km/h (15 mi/h). Then
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Therefore, at a cellular frequency of 800 MHz and a vehicle velocity
of 15 mi/h, the level crossing rate is 15 per second. It is easy to
remember. -

The average duration of fade is

-CDFCDF	 (1.6-19)

	

tQtR	 71

Equation (1.6-19) is plotted in Fig. 1.10c, where to and tR are also
shown. At —10 dB, the average duration of fades is

= CDF = 0.0066 s = 6.6 ms

Now the average power level plays an important role in determining
the statistics. Therefore, it should be specified by the system design.
The second-order statistic of fading phenomenon is most useful for
designing a signaling format for the cellular system. As soon as the
signaling format is specified, we can calculate the bit error rate and
the word error rate and find ways to reduce the error rates, which will
be described in Sec. 13.2.

Delay spread and coherence bandwidth

Delay spread. In the mobile radio environment, as a result of the mul-
tipath reflection phenomenon, the signal transmitted from a cell site
and arriving at a mobile unit will be from different paths, and since
each path has a different path length, the time of arrival for each path
is different. For an impulse transmitted at the cell site, by the time
this impulse is received at the mobile unit it is no longer an impulse
but rather a pulse with a spread width that we call the delay spread
The measured data indicate that the mean delay spreads are different

	

in different kinds of environment. 	 -

Type of environment	 Delay spread	 &
Inside the building	 <0.1
Open area	 <0.2
Suburban area	 0.5
Urban area	 3

Coherence bandwidth. The coherence bandwidth is the defined band-
width in which either the amplitudes or the phases of two received
signals have a high degree of similarity. The delay spread is a natural
phenomenon, and the coherence bandwidth is a defined creation re-
lated to the delay spread.
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A coherence bandwidth for two fading amplitudes of two received

signals is

1
B, =

A coherence bandwidth for two random phases of two received signals

is

1=

1.6.4 Direct wave path, line-of-sight path,
and obstructive path

A direct wave path is a path clear from the terrain contour. The line-

of-sight path is a path clear from buildings. In the mobile radio envi-
ronment, we do not always have a line-of-sight condition.

When a line-of-sight condition occurs, the average received signal at
the mobile unit at a 1-mi intercept is higher, although the 40 cIB/dec
path-loss slope remains the same- It will be described in Sec. 4.2. In
this case the short-term fading is observed to be a rician fading." It
results from a strong line-of-sight path and a ground-reflected wave

- combined, plus many weak building-reflected waves.
When an out-of-sight condition is reached, the 40-dB/dec path-loss

slope still remains. However, all reflected waves, including ground
reflected waves and building reflected waves, become dominant. The
short-term received signal at the mobile unit observes a Rayleigh fad-
ing. The Rayleigh fading is the most severe fading.

When the terrain contour blocks the direct wave path, we call it the
obstructive path. In this situation, the shadow loss from the signal
reception can be found by using the knife-edge diffraction curves
shown in Sec. 4.7.2.

1.6.5 Noise level in cellular
frequency band
The thermal noise kTB at a temperature T of 290 K (17°C) and a

bandwidth B of 30 kHz is —129 dBm- t Assume that the received
front-end noise is 9 dB, then the noise level is —120 dEm. Now there
are two kinds of man-made noise, the ignition noise generated by the
vehicles and the noise generated by 800-MHz emissions.

4 is Boltzmanifs wnstant, and 4T —174 dBm/Hz at T S K
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Figure 1.11 Average automotive-traffic-noise power for various traffic densities and fre-
quencies. Detector noise bandwidth 30 kHz at room temperature (17'C). (After Lee,
Ref. 16.)	 rn

The ignition noise. In the past. 800 MHz was not widely used. There-
fore, the man-made noise at 800 MHz is merely generated by the ve-
hicle ignition noise.'° The automotive noise introduced at 800 MHz
with a bandwidth of 30 kHz can be deduced from Ref. 15, as shown
in Fig. 1.11.

The 800-MHz-emission noise. Asa result of the cellular mobile systems
operating in all the major cities in the United States and the spurious
energy generated outside each channel bandwdth, the early noise
data measurements°"° are no longer valid. The 800-MHz-emission
noise can be measured at an idle channel (a forward voice channel) in
the 869- to 894-MHz region while the mobile receiver is operating on
a car battery in a no-traffic spot in a city. In this case, no automotive
ignition noise is involved, and no cochannel operation is in the prox-
imity of the idle-channel receiver. We found that in some areas the
noise level is 2 to 3 dB higher than —120 dBm at the cell sites and 3
to 4 dB higher than —120 dBm at the mobile stations.

1.6.6 Amplifier noise
A mobile radio signal received by a receiving antenna, either at the
cell site or at the mobile unit, will be amplified by an aniplifler.We
would like to understand how the signal is affected by the amplifier
noise. Assume that the amplifier has an available power gain g and
the available noise power at the output is N0. The input signal-to-noise
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(SIN) ratio is P. IN,, the output signal-to-noise ratio is P01N0, and the

internal amplifier noise is N0. Then the output P0IN0 becomes

= - 	 (1.6-20)
N. g(N)+N0 N1+(N0Ig)

The noise figure F is defined as
maximum possible SIN ratio

F =	
.	 (1.6-21)

actual S/N ratio at output

where the maximum possible SIN ratio is measured when the load is
an open circuit. EquaUon (1.6-21) can be used for obtaining the noise
figure of the amplifier.

F 
P,IkTh
	 N.
	 -
 N.
	 (16-22)

- p. 1N. - (P0IP)kTB - g(kTB) 

Also substituting Eq. (1.6-20) into Eq. (1.6-22) yields

P ,IkTB	 N1 + N0/g)=	 (16-23)

	

P,IW + (N, /g)1	 kTB

The term kTB is the thermal noise as described in Sec. 1.6.5. The noise
figure is a reference measurement between a minimum noise level due
to thermal noise and the noise level generated by both the external
and internal noise of an amplifier.

ii' Operation of Cellular Systems
This section briefly describes the operation of the cellular mobile sys-
tem from a customer's perception without touching on the design pa-
rameters.'7 '5 The operation can be divided into four parts and a
handoff procedure.

Mobile unit initial izalion. When a user sitting in a car activates wit
the receiver scans setjftch?fl!k.

which are designated among the 416 channei3. 1L then .selects-the

strongesj4oçks on fora certain time. Since each site is assigned
a different set-up channel, ThkIionth the strongest set-up channel
usually means .selecting the nearest cell site. fljjf4oc$iQ_

scheme is used inthe idle stage and is user-inde p 
-
endent. It has a

gMan1ag because it eliminates the load on the transmission
at the ,,sii site for locating the mobile unit. The disadvantaEC of i Lc
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self-location Zscheme is that no

from the land line ja mobile Un t1 the 'pa	 pfl(:es islQng
Since jar percentage o ca oiginates at the mobilejintc, h&
use of self-location schemes is justineq"After 60 s, the self-location
procedure is repeated. In the future, hen land-line originated calls
increase, a feature called "registration" can be used.

Mobile originated call. The user places the called number into an
originating register in the mobile unit, checks to see that the num-
ber is correct, and pushes the "send" buttoniA request for service
is sent on a selected set-up channel obtained from a self-location
scheme. The cell site receives it, and in directional ceti sites,_^elects
the best directive antenna for the voicechannel to use. At the same
time the cell site sends a request to the mobiletel2pyi4hg
office (MTSO) via QjSh-sp d data link. The MTSO selects anp-
propriate voice channel for the call, and the cell site acts on it
tEThijF the best directive antenna to link the mobile unit. The
MTSO also connects the wire-line party through the telephone com-
pany zone office.

Network originated call. A land-line party dials a mobile unit num-
ber. Thçele hwnçpmparjy zone office
is mobile and forwards the call to the MTSO.1'he MTSO sends a
paging message to certain celIiItiiBiiCthfIi1ileJ11!it9MPL

—lsfliTd th-isearcralitliTh Each cell site transmits the page on
its own set-up chUThe m&WiWiinit recogmrifs _own idii-
11Eion on a strong set-up channel, locks onto it, and responds to
the cell site. The mobile unit also follows the instruction to tune to
an assigned voice channel and initiate user alert.

Call termination. When the mobile user turns off the transmitter, a
particular signal (signaling tone) transmits to the cell site, and both
sides free the voice channel. The mobile unit resumes monitoring

-pages through the strongest set-up channel.

Han4off procedure. During the call, two parties are on a voice chan-
nel. When the mobile unit moves out of the coverage area of a par-
ticular cell site, the reception becomes weak. The present cell site
requests a handoff. The system switches the call to a new frequeticy

alertiLiZ the user. The call continues as long as the user is talking.
The user does not notice the handoff occurrences. Handoff was first
used by the AMPS system, then renamed handover by the European
systems because the different meanings in English English and
American English. Description of handoff will appear in Chap. 9.
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Hexagonal cells

Fictitious	 Ideal	 Real

Signal coverage

FIgure 1.12 Hexagonal cells and the real shapes of their coverages.

1.8 Marketing Image of
Hexagonal-shaped Cells

We have to realize that hexagonal-shaped communication cells are
artificial and that such a shape cannot be generated in the real world.
Engineers draw hexagonal-shaped cells on a layout to simplify the
planning and design of a cellular system because it approaches a cir-
cular shape that is the ideal power coverage area. The circular shapes
have overlapped areas which make the drawing unclear. The hexag-
onal-shaped cells fit the planned area nicely, as shown in Fig. 1.12,
with no gap and no overlap between the hexagonal cells. The ideal
cell shapes as well as the real cell shapes are also shown in Fig. 1.12.

A simple mechanism which makes the cellular system implement
able based on hexagonal cells will be illustrated in later chapters. Oth-
erwise, a statistical approach will be used in dealing with a real-world
situation- Fortunately, the outcomes resulting from these two
approaches are very close, yet the latter does not provide a clear phys-
ical picture, as shown later. Besides, today these hexagonal-shaped
cells have already become a widely promoted symbol for cellular mo-
bile systems. An analysis using hexagonal cells, if it is desired, can
easily be adapted by the reader.

1.9 planning a Cellular System

1.9.1 How to start planning

Assume that the construction permit for a cellular system in a partic-
ular market area is granted. The planning stage becomes critical. A
great deal of money can be spent and yet poor service may be provided
if we do not know how to create a good plan. First, we have to deter-
mine two elements: regulations and the marlfl1tuation.
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Regulations. The federal regulations administered by the FCC are
the same throughout the United States. The state regulations may
be different from state to state, and each city and town may have
its own building codes and zoning laws. Become familiar with the
rules and regulations. Sometimes waivers need to be applied for
ahead of time. Be sure that the plan is workable.

Market situation. There are three tasks to be handled by the mar-
keting department.

1. Prediction of gross income. We have to determine the population,
average income, business types, and business zones so that the
gross income can be predicted.

2. Understanding competitors. We also need to know the competi-
tor's situation, coverage, system performance, and number of cus-
tomers. Any system should provide a unique and outstanding
service to overcome the competition.

3. Decision of geographic coverage. What general area should ulti-
mately be covered? What near-term service can be provided in a
limited area? These questions should be answered and the deci-
sions passed on to the engineering department.

1.9.2 The engineers role
The engineers follow the market decisions by

1. Initiating a cellular mobile service in a given area by creating a
plan that uses a minimum number of cell sites to cover the whole
area. It is easy for marketing to request but hard for the engineers
to fulfill. We will address this topic later.

2. Checking the areas that marketing indicated were important rev-
enue areas. The number of radios (number of voice channels) re-
quired to handle the traffic load at the busy hours should be
determined.

3. Studying the interference problems, such as cochannel and adja-
cent channel interference, and the intermodulation products gen-
erated at the cell sites, and finding ways to reduce them.

4. Studying the blocking probability of each call at each cell site, and
trying to minimize it.

5. Planning to absorb more new customers. The rate at which new
customers subscribe to a system can vary depending on the service
charges, system performance, and seasons of the year. Engineering
has to try to develop new technologies to utilize fully the limited
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spectrum assigned to the cellular system. The analysis of spectrum
efficiency due to the natural limitations may lead to a request for
a larger spectrum.

1.9.3 Finding solutions
Many practical design tools, methods of reducing interference, and
ways of solving the blocking probability of call initiation will be intro-
duced in this book.

1.10 Analog Cellular Systems

1.10.1 Cellular systems
in the United States	 -
There are 150 major market areas* in the United States where li-
censes for cellular systems can be granted by the FCC. They have been
classified by their populations into five groups. Each group has 30
cities?

1. Top 30 markets—very large cities

2. Top 31 to 60 markets—large-sized cities

3. Top 61 to 90 markets—medium-sized cities

4. Top 91 to 120 markets—below medium-sized cities

5. Top 121 to 150 markets—small-sized cities

Each market area is planned to have two systems. The status of each
system in each area of groups 1 to 3 as of December 1985 appears in
Appendix 1.2. The specifications of the system are described in detail
in Chap. 3. There are 305 MSAs (metropolitan statistical areas) and
482 RSAs (rural statistical areas). Both MSAs and RSAs are listed in
Appendix 1.3.

1.10.2 Cellular systems outside the
United States

Japan.6 Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (NTT) devel-
oped an 800-MHz land mobile telephone system and put it into service
in the Tokyo area in 1979. The general system operation is similar to
the AMPS system. It accesses approximately 40,000 subscribers in 500
cities. It coven 75 percent of all Japanese cities; 25 percent of inhab-
itable areas, and 60 percent of the population. In Japan, 9 automobile
switching centers (ASCs), 51 mobile control stations (MCSs), 465 mo-
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AC: Regional Center	 AMC: Automobile Switching Center
DC: District Center 	 MCS Mobile Control Station
TC: Toll Center	 MBS Mobile ease Station
E0 End Office	 MSS. Mobile Subscilber Station

Figure 1.13 Japanese mobile telephone service network
configuration-

bile base stations (MBSs), and 39,000 mobile subscriber stations
(MSSs) were in operation as of February 1985.

The Japanese mobile telephone service network configuration is
shown in Fig. 1.13. In the metropolitan Tokyo area, about 30,000 sub-
scribers are being served.

The 1985 system operated over a spectrum of 30 MHz. The total
number of channels was 600, and the channel bandwidth was 25 kHz.
This system comprised an automobile switching center (ASC), a mo-
bile control station (MCS), a mobile base station (MBS), and a mobile
subscriber station (MSS). At present there is no competitive situation
set up by the government. However, the Japanese Ministry of Post
and Telecommunication (MF) is considering providing a dual com-
petitive situation similar to that in the UnitedStates.

United Kingdom.' In June 1982 the government of the United King-
dom announced, two competing national cellular radio networks. The
UK system is called TACS (Total Access Communications System).
The total number of channels was 1000, with a channel bandwidth of
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25 kHz per channel. Among them, 600 channels are assigned and 400
are reserved. Two competing cellular network operators, Ceilnet and
Vodafone, are operating in the United Kingdom. Each network system
has only 300 spectral channels. The Celinet system started operating
in January 1985. Cellnet has over 200 cell sites, covering 82 percent
of the United Kingdom. Vodaphone, though, which started operations
lath, has served the same areas as Cellnet.

Canadian system.8 In 1978, a system called AURORA was designed
for the Alberta government telephone (AGT): The system provides
provincewide mobile telephone service at 400 MHz. Ongoing devel-
opmental work on the AURORA is underway at 800 MHz.

AURORA 400 system. It is aimed at 40,000 subscribers living in an
area approximately 1920 km X 960 km. The AURORA 400 system
initially has 40 channels and is expected to add an additional 20 chan-
nels with frequency reuse and a seven-cell cluster plan. A fully imple-
mented system has 120 cells. The 400-MHz system does not have a
handoff capability.

AURORA 800 system. The AURORA 800 system is truly frequency-
transparent. By repackaging the radio frequency (RF) sections on the
cell site, the mobile unit can beoperated on any mobile RF band up
to 800 MHz. The handoff capability will be implemented in this
system.

Nordic system. This system was built mostly by Scandinavian coun-
tries (Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and Finland) in cooperation with
Saudi Arabia and Spain and is called the NMT network. It is currently
a 450-MHz system, but an 800-M11z system will be implemented soon
since the frequency-transparent concept as the AURORA 800 system
is used to convert the 450-MHz system to the 800-MHz system.

The total bandwidth is 10 MHz, which has 200 channels with a
bandwidth of 25 kHz per channel. This system does have handoff and
roaming capabilities. It also uses repeaters to increase the coverage
in a low traffic area. The total number of subscribers is around
100,000.

European cellular systems." All the present generation of European
cellular networks is totally lacking in cross-border compatibility. Be-
sides the United Kingdom and NMT networks, the others include the
following.
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Benelux-country network. The Netherlands served on their ATF2 net-
work (the same as the NMT 450 network) at the beginning of 1985.
It has a nationwide coverage using 50 cell sites with two different cell
sizes, 20- and 5-km radii. The capacity of the present system is 15,000
to 20,000 subscribers. Dutch PT&T is using a single Ericsson AXE10
switch. Luxembourg came on air in August 1985. In 1986, Belgium
joined the network. It operates at 450 MI-li. The network is compatible
among the three countries.

France. A direct-dial car telephone operating at 160 MHz can access
the system in 10 regional areas. The network serves 10,000 subscrib-
ers. By the end of 1984, 450 MHz was in operation. In the meantime
Radicom 2000 (digital signaling) was introduced, operating at 200
MHz but with no handoff feature.

Spain. It uses an NMT 450-MHz cellular network introduced in
1982. It was the first cellular system in Europe. The number of cells
in service is 13. There are three separate networks operating 104
channels. Each channel bandwidth is 25 kHz.

Austria. A new NMT cellular network called Autotelefonnetz C has
two mobile switching exchanges and has enough capacity for 30,000
subscribers.

The Austrian PT&T has allocated 222 duplex channels in ranges
451.3 to 455.7 MHz and 461.3 t465.7 MHz, with a channel band-
width of 20 kHz.

Although both Austria and Spain are using NMT 450 systems, their
systems are not compatible because of different frequency allocations,
channel spacings (bandwidth), and protocols by different PT&Ts.

Germany. A full national coverage, including West Berlin, using a C-
450 cellular system was installed in September 1985 with 100 cell
sites. Another 75 cell sites were completed in mid-1986. Also, Ger-
mahy and France are working on cross-border compatibility in cellular
radio systems and have proposed a CD-900 digital system. The details
of the CD-900 system will be described in Chap. 14.

Switzerland. Swiss PT&T decided to install an NMT 900-MHz cellu-
lar network that had a capacity of 12,000 subscribers. A pilot scheme
with 20 transmitters (cell sites) was installed in the Zurich area in
late 1986.

Cellular systems in the rest of the world. Australia is installing a system
using Ericsson's AXE-10 switching network and will operate at 800
MHz with 12 sites concentrated in three big cities.
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Kuwait's cellular system uses NEC's switches and provides 12 sites.

It operates at 800 MHz.
Hong Kong has three systems- The United Kingdom's TACS system

is installed with Motorola switches. The United States' AMPS system
and Japanese NEC systems were also installed in Hong Kong. It is a
very competitive market. All systems are penetrating the markets of
both portable sets and car sets.

,.it Digital Cellular Systems

In 1992 the first di 'tal celltiLu system- (Special Mobile Group),
was deployed in German . GSM is a European standar system. In
the mte tates, an NA-TDIvIA system (IS-54) and a CD?'4A system

(IS-OS) have been developed. NA-TDMA was deployed in 1993 and

CDMA is planned for deployment in 1995. A Japanese system, PDC
(Personal Digital Cellular), was deployed in Osaka in June 1994. All

the digital cellular systems and some noncellular digital systems will
be described in Chap. 15.
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Introduction to Cellular Mobile SjStems	 43

Appendix 1.2 Status of First 90 Cities
(1993) Key: A—Band A Carrie B—Band B
Carrier

MSA noiriamo	 System operators

1. New York, NY	 B Nynex Mobile
A Cellular One

2. Los Angeles. CA	 'a, PacTel Cellular
A LA Cellular Telephone

3. Chicago. IL	 B Ameritech Mobile
A Cellular One

4. Philadelphia. PA	 B Bell Atlantic Mobile
A Metrophone

5. Detroit, Ml	 B Ameritech Mobile
A Cellular One

6. Boston, MA	 B Nynex Mobile
A Cellular One

7. San Francisco, CA	 B GTE Mobilnet
(ranked with San Jose) A Cellular One

S. Washington, DC	 B Bell Atlantic Mobile
(ranked with Baltimore) A Celloiler One

9. Dallas. TX	 B Southwestern Be1l Mobile
A Metrocel

10.Houaton, TX	 B GTE Mobllnet
A Houston Cellular Telephone

Il. St. Louis, MO	 B Southwestern Bell Mobile
A Cyber'Tbl

12. Miami, 'L 	 B BellSouth Mobility
A Cellular One

11 Pittsburgh, PA 	 B Bell Atlantic Mobile
A Cellular One/MeCaw

14. Baltimore, MD	 B Bell Atlantic Mobile
A Cellular One

IS. Minneapolis, MN 	 B U.S. West
A Cellular One

16,Cleveland. OH	 Ii GTE Mobilnet
A Cellular One

17,Atlanta, GA	 B BellSouth Mobility
A PacTel Cellular

18,San Diego. CA	 B PacTel Cellular
A U.S. West

19. Denee, CO	 B U.S. West
A Cellular One

Rank
(based on

On-line number of
etatun subscriber,) Switching equipment

645/84	 AT&T
4/5/86	 2	 Motorola

6/13/84	 Motorola
am/B?	 I	 Ericsson

10/13/83	 AT&T
1/5/85	 3	 Ericsson

7/12184	 AT&T
2/12186	 8	 Motorola
921184	 AT&T
7/30/85	 5	 Ericsson

111185	 AT&T
111185	 II	 Motorola
4/2/65	 Motorola

9/26188	 9	 Ericsson
4/2/84	 AT&T

12)16/83	 4	 Motorola
7431)84	 AT&T

3/1186	 6	 Motorola
9/28/84	 Motorola
5/15/88	 10	 Ericsson

AT&T
7/16/SI	 IS	 Motorola
5/28/SI	 AT&T

3/8187	 7	 NTI/GE
12110/8-0 	 AT&T

26	 Erirsaon
4/2/84	 AT&T

12/tS/83	 4	 Motorola
616/84	 GE/Motorola

7123/84	 19	 NTI/GE
12/18/84	 Motorola
8/11/85	 14	 NIl/GE
9/5/84	 AT&T
2/1188	 12	 Motorola

3/15/36	 AT&T
4/1/86	 16	 Motorola

7/10/84	 NTt/GE
11/21/86	 21	 AT&T/Panasonic
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Appendix 1.2 Status of First 90 Cities
(1993) Key A—Band A Carrier B—Band B
Carrier (Continued)

Hank
thaaed on

On'lir.e niunher of
status eisbecriber.) Switching equipment

	

7/12184	 NT1E

	

12/12185	 13	 AT&T

	

&li84	 AT&T

	

6(1184	 20	 Ericsson

	

11)30I84	 Motorola

	

9/25/87	 15	 Ericsson

	

11)5184	 AT&T

	

5/2686	 22	 Ericsson

	

6/14/84	 Motorola

	

2/14/86	 27	 AT&T

	

4/16/84	 Motorola

	

SF1)84	 3S	 Ericsson

	

8115/84	 AT&T

	

1)1/86	 17	 Motorola

	

4/2/85	 Motorola

	

9/28186	 9	 Ericsson

	

5(3/84	 AT&T

	

2,9/84	 20	 Ericsson

	

9/1/84	 Motorola

	

9,8/85	 36	 Motorola

	

3/5/85	 AT&T

	

7/12185	 25	 Ericsson

	

5130/85	 NTI/CE

	

7/1136	 34	 NTI

	

1/31/88	 AT&T

	

10115/87	 37	 Motorola

	

1)28/85	 AT&T

	

10/21/86	 29

	

614/85	 AT&T

	

92286	 '-	 Ericsson

	

8/79/85	 Motorola

	

10130117	 24	 Ericsson

	

6/1/85	 Motorola

	

12/74/88	 28	 AT&T

	

1/3115	 Motorola

	

2/15.85	 -	 AT&T

	

8/22/85	 AT&T

	

7)9/87	 St	 Motorola

	

1,29,85	 AT&T

	

12/17/86	 39	 Motoeola/NECm0VAt.i

	

5/31/65	 NFl/GE

	

6/2686	 -	 Northern 'Th1m

MSA no/name
	 System Oparatom

N. Seattle. WA
	

B U.S. West
A CelluslatOne

21. Milwaukee. WI -	 B Arn.ritech Mobile
A Cellular OTle

22. Tampa, FL
	 B GTE Mobilnet

A Cellular Co.
U. C6.6. OR
	 B Ameritech Mobile

A Cellular One
24. Kasm City. MO
	 B Southwestern Bell Mobile

A Cellular One
M. Buffalo, NY
	 B Nynex Mobil.

A Cellular O.
26. Phoenix. AZ
	 B U.S. West

A Bell Atlanlit Mobile
27. San Jose, CA
	 B GTE Mobibtet

A Cellular One
26. Indianapolis. IN
	 B GTE Mobilnet

A Cellular One
29. New Orleans. LA
	 B BellSouth Mobility

A Radiofone
W. lrtland.0R
	 B GTE Mobiloet

A Cellular One
II. Columbus, OR
	 B Ameritech Mobile

A Cellular One
32. }lsrtford.C1
	 B SN1' Cellular

A Sell AtlanticMobile
33. San Antonio. TX
	 B Southwestern Bell Mobile

A Cellular One
34. Rochester, NY
	 B Rochester Telephone Mobile

A Genesee Telephone Co.
35. Sacrairsenlo,CA
	

B recTal Cellular
A Cellular One

W. Memphis, TN
	

B BellSouth Mobility
A Cellular One

37. Louisville, KY
	

B BellSouth Mobility
A Cellular One

U. Providence, El
	

B Nynex Mobile
A BeflAelantic Mobile

39. Salt Lake City. UT
	

B U.S. Weal
A Cellular One

40, Dayton. OH
	 B Ameritech Mobile

A Cellular One
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Appendix 1.2 Status of First 90 Cities
(1993) Key: A—Band A Caffler, B—Band B
Carrier (Continued)

NSA no/name

41, Birmingham. AL

42. Bridgeport, CT

41 Norfolk, VA

44. Albany. NY

45, Oklahoma City. OK

45. Nashville. TN

47. Greensboro, NC

48. Toledo, Oil

49. New Haven. Cl'

50. Honolulu, HI

SI. JsckronvUle. FL

52, Akron, Oil

53. Syracuse, NY

54. Gary, IN

55. Worcester, i,tA

56. Northeast, PA

57. Tulsa, OK

55, Allentown, PA

59. Richmond, VA

50. Orlando. FL

61. Charlotte, NC

System operator,

B BellSouth Mobility
A Cellular-One
B Southern New England Tole.
A Bell Atlantic Mobile
B Cellular One
A Centel Cellular
B Nynex Mobile
A Cellular One

B Southwesleni Bell Mobile
A Cellular One
B BellSouth Mobility
A Cellular One
B Centel
A Cellular One
I] Centel Cellular
A Cellular OnaPacTel Cellular
B Southern Now England TO..
A Bell Atlantic Mobile
II GTE Mobilnet
A Honolulu Cellular Telephone
B BellSouth Mobility
A Cellular One
B GTE Mobilset
A Cellular One
B Nynex Mobile
A Cellular One
B Ameritech Mobile
A Cellular One
B Nynex Mobile
A Cellular One
B Cellular Plus
A Cellular One
B United States Cellular
A Cellular One
B Bell Atlantic Mobile
A Cellular One
B Cartel Cellular, Inc.
A Cellular One
B BellSouth Mobility
A Cellular One
B AlIlel
A Bell Atlantic Mobile

Rank
based on

number of
subseriberol Switching equipment

Motorola
-	 AT&T

AT&T
-	 Motorola

AT&T
33	 Motorola

Nfl/GE
Northern Thlecon,/

-	 Ericanoa
AT&T

-	 AT&T
Motorola
AT&T
Motorola

-	 Motorola
Motorola

-	 Eric,.on
AT&T

-	 Motorola
Motorola

-	 Ericsson
Motorola

40	 Ericsson
Motorola

-	 Motorola
AT&T

-	 Motorola
AT&T

-	 Ericsson
AT&T

-	 Motorola
AT&T

-	 NTL'GE
NEC

-	 AT&T.
AT&T

-	 Nfl/GE
AT&T

-	 Motorola
Aatronet

32	 Ericsson
Motorola

23	 Motorola

On-line
status

9,28/85
tZ01186
5,20/85

53)20/87

11/1/85
6i28/B5
t2dt3/86

1/1 4/85
1/17/86
6110/86
6/30/57
5/15/85

12,27/85
7/26/85
4/15/86
84135

I 1)20187
3126184

L'1186
6/12/85
8/14/87

10/31/85
12115/86

1124/86
12/31185
3/I 1185
4,21186

11/18/85
11118/85

7/2/85
12181185
8/20/85
5/28/86
3/18/85

10/18/85
5/10/85

2)27/85
12/29/86
4/15/85

3/1/86
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Appendix 12 Status of First 90 Cities
(1993) Ker. A—Band A Carrier B—Band B
Carrier (Continued)

MSA no iname

62. New BrunaW=k NJ

63- Springteld, MA

U. Grand Rapids Ml

65, OmAha, NB

W. Youngstown. OH

V. Greenville, SC

68. flint, Ml

69. Wiimingtoo. DE

70. Long Branch. NJ

71. E.Jeigb'Durt.am, NC

72. W. P.J. Beach, FL

73. Ou.ard.CA

74. Pi'e.no.CA

75. Austin. DC

76. New Bedford. MA

77. Tucson. AZ

78. Lansing, Ml

79. Knoavilla, 1W

W. Baton Ro.sg LA

SI. El Paso. DC

82. Tacoma. WA

Rank
(based on

On-tine number of

System operators	 status .ubeaibera) 5.1 tubing equipnent

B Nynex Mobile	 1121187	 AT&T

A Cellular On.	 11/1186	 -	 Motorola

B Nynex Mobile	 4/18/87	 AT&T
A Springeld CelulsrThlephucoe l0(16/B7 •	-	 Motorola

B Canto,y C.Uunet 	 9(17/86	 AT&T

A Cellular One	 6/18/86	 -	 Ericsson

B C.ntel Cellular	 4/15185	 Motorola

A U.S. West Cellular	 12,2385	 -	 Nil

B Cent.l Cellular	 91I95	 Motorola
A Youngstown Ceuular/Wilcom 12/23/85 	 -	 Northern Telecom

B Cental Cellular	 .	 7,7'86	 Motorola

A Bell Atlantic Mobil.	 8/18/86	 -	 Motorola

B Ameritech Mobile 	 7/11/85	 AT&T

A CeUular One	 7/30/85	 -	 Ericsson
B Sell Atlantic Mobile 	 327/8S	 AT&T
A Cellular One	 5/86	 -	 Motorola

B Nynex Mobile	 20/87	 AT&T

A Cellular One	 11/1116	 -	 Motorola

B Cent.l Cellular	 11/12/85	 Motorola

A Cellular On.	 9(1985	 -	 Nil/GE

B BellSouth Mobility	 6/23l85	 AT&T

A Cellular On.	 3/6/87	 -
B recTal Mobile Aoresa 	 tom/IS	 AT&T
A Ventun Cellula	 9/87	 -	 Ericsson

B Contel Cellular 	 5(1/86	 AT&T

A Cellular One	 10f23/87	 -	 Ericsson
B GTE Mobilnet	 9t27/85	 Motorola

A Cellular One	 12/27/85	 -	 AT&T

B Nynex Mobile 	 12/SetS	 AT&T
A Bell Atlantic M.W.	 7/S'87	 -	 Motesota
B U.S.West	 8/6/85	 wr1#GE
A Bell Atlantic M.W.	 411186	 -	 Motorola

B Centuty Cell unet 	 9(18/87	 Motorola

A Cellular One	 9/hits	 -	 Ericsson

B United Su. Cellular	 7/23/85	 NEC
A Cellular One	 12/23/87	 -	 AT&T

B BellSouth Mobility 	 ?MSS,Motorola

A Cellular One	 &ilm6	 -	 Motorola

B CooLel Cellular	 .	 2/25/86	 AT&T

A Bell Atlantic Mobil. 	 S'2/88	 -	 Motorola

B U.S.Weet -	 4/18/86	 Nil/GE

A Cellular One	 lZ12/S5-.	 -	 AT&T.



MSA no/name

W. Mobile AL

U. HSITiJbUTLPA

85, Johnson City. TN

M. Albuquenlue. NM

Si. Cantos.. OH

88. Chauas500gLtN

W. WidUtL KS

90. Charleston. SC

-	 System openton

B GTE of Mobile
A BellSouth Mobility
B United Thlespectrum
A CeiJular One
S Centel
A US: West
S US. West
A SeC AIJenlit Mobile
B GTE Mobilnet
A Cellular One
B BellSouth Mobility
A Cellular One
B Southwestern Bell Mobile
A Cellular One

B ContolCellular
A Cellular One
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Appendix 1.2 Status of First 90 Cities Y

(1993) Key- A—Band A Carrier B—Band B
Carder (Continued)

Rank
(based on

On-line number of
status subeaibers) Switching equipment

	

913185	 AT&T

	

68187	 -	 Aetronet

	

rn'ia'ss	 Motorola

	

9118185	 -	 NTIIGE

	

13/ass	 Motorola

	

1)22/88	 -	 AT&T

	

8/13/85	 Nil/GE
II/1)B5 - Motorola

	

2,25)87	 Motorola

	

22)87	 -	 NTIJGE

	

8/1185	 Motorola

	

11t57	 -	 AT&T

	

2111185	 Motorola

	

1/24/85	 Mltaublsbi/NECf
-	 Motorola/Novatel

	

9/11185	 Motorola

	

1122188	 -	 NTI/GE
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Appendix 1.3 List of MSAs and RSAS

I. New York, NY
2. Lot Angeles. CA
3. Chicago. IL
4. Philadelphia. PA
S. Detroit. Ml
6. Boston, MA'N'li
7. San Francisco. CA
8, Washington. DC
9. Dallaa,fl
10.Houston. TX
11.St. Louis, MO
12.Miami. FL
II. Pittsburgh, PA
14. Baltimore, MD
IS Minneapolis, k'WI
36. Cleveland, OR
17. Atlanta, GA
IS, San Diego, CA
IS, Denver, CO
20.Seattle, WA
21.Milwaukee, WI
22.'Ihospa, FL
M. Cincinnati, OR
N. Kansas City, MO
25. Buffalo, NY
28. PlseeniLA2
27. San Jose, CA
M. lndianspolis,LS
29. New Orleans, LA
W. Portland, OR-WA
31.Columbus,OH
32.Hartford. er
33.San Antonio, TX
34. Rochester. NY
35.Sacramento, CA
36.Memphis, TN
37.Louisville, KY
36, Providence. Ill
39.Salt Lake City, UT
40.Dayton, OR
41.Birmingham, Al,
42.Ilridgeport, CT
43.Norfolk, VA
44.Albany, NY
45.Oklslsorna City, OK
46.Nashville. TN
47. Greensboro, NC
48.Tbledo, OR
49.New Haven, CI
N. Honolulu, HI
51.Jacksonville, FL
52.Akron. OR

M. Syracuse, NY
54. Gaiy, N
55, Worcester, MA
58. Northeast, PA
57. ThIsa, ON
M. Allentown, FA-NJ
59. Richmond, VA
N. Orlando. FL
61. Charlotte. NC
62, New Brunswick, NJ
63. Springfield, MA
64, Grand Rapid, All
65. Omaha, NE
66, Youngstown. OH
67.Greenville. SC
68.FlinLMt
69.Wilmington, DE-NJ-MD

70, Long Branch. NJ
71. Baleigb.Dorham,

NC
72.W. Palm Beach. FL
73, Oxnard. CA
74.Proton. CA
75.Austin. 'fl
76.New Bedford, MA
77.Toeson. AZ
78.Lansing, Ml
79.Knoxville, TN
80.Baton Rouge, LA
SI, ElPaso.TX
62. Tacoma, WA
W. Mobile, Al,
M. Harrisburg, PA
85.Johnson City, TN'

VA
86.Albuquerque, NM
87.Canton. ON
68. Chattanooga, TN
89. Wichita, KS
90, Charleston. SC
91.Son Juan, PR
92.little Rock, AR
93. las Vegas, NV
94.Saginaw Bay-Mid'

land. Ml
95, Columbia. SC
96.Fort Wayne, IN
97.Bskersfleld, CA
98.Davenport, IA'Hol.,

IL
99.York, PA

100.Shreveport. LA
lot. Bçaurr.ont. TX
102, Iia Moines, IA
103. Peoria, IL
104, Newport News, VA

'05. Lancaster. PA
106, Jackson, MS
107. Stockton, CA
108, Augusta. GA'SC
Rig. Spokane. WA
110. Huntington'Aah'

land. WV
Ill. ValIejo,CA
112.CorpuaCbliati.TX
113.Madiaoss,Wl
114.Lakeland. FL
'IS. lltiea.Ronie.NY
116. Lexiniflon.Fayetta.

BY
Ill. Colorado Spring,,

CO
118. Reading. PA
119- Evansville, IN
120.lIo,olsville. Al,
121.Trent-ors,NJ
M. Binghamton, NY
123. Santa Rosa'PeLS'

luma. CA
124- Santa Barbora, CA
125.Appleton.Wl
126.Salinas. CA
127.}osscola. FL
125. McAllen, TX
129.South Bend, IN
130.Erie. PA
131.Rockford. IL
132.lisIamaaoo. Mt
133.Manchester'

Nashua. Nil
134.Atlantic City, NJ
135.Eugene'Speiogfleld.

OR
136.Lnrain .Elyris. OR
137.Melbourne, FL
135. Macon. GA
139. Montgomery, AL
140- Charleaton, WV
HI, Duluth, MN
142. Modesto, CA
142. Johnstown, PA
144. Orange County, Ni'
W. Haosiiton.OH
146. Daytona Beach. FL
117. Ponce, PH
148, Salem. OR
349. Fayetteville. NC
150. Vissiia'Tolare.CA
151, Poughkeep.ie, NY
152.Portland, ME
153.Columbus, GA
154.New Loodon'Nor'

wich, Cr
155.Savannah, GA
156, Portsmouth, NI

157. Roanoke. VA
15$. Lima, OIL
159. Provo.Orem. 1,11
160- Killeen'Temple, TX
161, Lubbock. Di 	 -
162.Brownss'ille. TX
163.Springfield, MO
164,Fort Myers, FL
165,Fort Smith, AR'OK
166.Hickou; NC
167.Sarasota, FL
168.Tallahassee, l"I,
169.Meyaguet, PR
170.Galveston. TX
171.Benno, NI'
179. Lincoln, NE
173- Biloxi'Culfport, MS
174 Lafayette. LA
175.Santa Cnn, CA
176.Springfield. IL
177.Battle Creek, Ml
178- MI-ling. WV'OIl
179. Topeka. IS
150. Springfield, OR
181.Muskegon. Ml
182.Fayelteville'

Sprngdl.. AR
183.Asheville. NC
184, Huuma'Thibndaux,

LA
195 Terre Haute, IN
186- Greet Bay. WI
157. Anchorage, AK
568. ,Ainer,llo. TX
189.Ravine, WI
190.Boise City, ID
191.Yskima.WA
192.Gainesville, FL
191. lsettoe Barber, I'Ll
194.Wsco,fl
195.Cedar Rapids, IA
196.Chempaigo,.Iirbena.

IL
197.lake Charles. LA
198.St. Cloud, SIN
199, SteubenviUe'Wer'

ton. OR
200.ParkeraburtMan'

eLla, WV
201.Waierloo'Cedar

Falls, IA
202.Attain, PH
203.Lynchburg. VA
204.Aguadille, PR
205.Alexandria. LA
M. Longview.Maraholl.

TX
207. Jackson, Ml
208, Fort Pierce. FL
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Appendix 1.3 List of MSAS and RSAs
(Continued)

209.Cla,fln1Jt,TN-KY
210.ftrt Calms-Love-

21'. Br.d.nton,FL
212.Brenerton,WA
213.PitZ.Seld,MA
214.Richlsnd-Kcm.-

wick, WA
215.Chi, CA
216, JaneaviIIa-BISt,

WI
217.Andenon. IN
218.Wilmirigton,NC
219.Mcoroe, LA
220.Abileme, TX
221.Fk,50-MorS.d,

ND-MN
22:2. TusSnoa AL
228. Elkhsrt-Go.ben. IN
224.Bangor, ME
225.Alt000a,PA
226.Florence, AL
M. Andenon,SC
228.Vlndand-Millyille,

NJ
229.Mallord. OR
M. Denba U.
231. Msntheld.OH
2. Ran Claire, WI
M. WIthita Fall., TX

234.Mhen., GA
235.PetaraburL VA
238.MUOCIteIN
M. Iyier,TX
M. Sharon, PA
239.JopIin,MO
W. Tesarkana, TX-AR
241.Poebio,00
242.Olym4a WA
243.GreekKCO
244.Kenosha, WI:
246. Orals, FL
246.Dothan, AL
247.Lafqtfl., IN
24$. Bbg,Vr
249.Anni, AL
250.Blouemuaton.Nr-

mel_IL 'L"J
251.WlIIiun.port, PA . -,
251 P.s000Ia, Mil r
25$. Sioux C5i 14NE,
254. ReMlng.CA,3
256, Odes TX.
256. Q.arktl.tvilIt, VA-
357. Hagerstown,
368. Jackamyille. 140
259. Stats Collecs, PA
M. lawtaOK

361. Albany. GA
282. Danvills, VA
M. Weusan, WI
264. florence, SC
M. Fort Waltot. Bead

FL
M. Glens Falls, NY
M. SionzFalla,SD
268. Billings, MT
262. Cbid, MD-

WV
270. Boinghaim, WA
27', Koko.. IN
272.Gad.den,4L
273.Kankekee, IL
274. Tuba City. CA
275.58, Joeei,h. MO
276, Grand Forka. ND
M. Sheboen, WI
278, Columbia, MO
279. LewistonS

ME
280; Burlington, NC
281.Iaredo.TX
282.Bloomington, 114
283.Panama City. FL
284.Elmire, NY
285.Las Cn NM
M. Dubuque.tA
287.Bryan-College Ste,

tion, TX
288.Rer, MN
M. Rapid City SD
290.La Crosee. WI
291.PineBlultAR

Q SbnmaDeniSOe,
TX

rn Owensba'o, KY
294, San Angelo, TX
M. MIdland, TX
296. Iowa city, IA
M. Gnat pa MT
298.Dlsmartk, ND
299.Caspn WY
300, ViEtotia, 2%
931. Lana, KS
802. Laid, OK
303. jt.uroea-Elgin, 0
sot alL,
306, AIbxl-Gnrdta Cit3.

U,
307. F2.nklln, AL-I

. Ja,, AL-2

3. Lamar, A&3-
310. Bib, AL-4
811. Clsb9ne. AL.5
312. Waabbagtoc, AL'S
313. Satin, AL-?

314.Lae, AL-S
Ill. Wade Ham'$on,AK'

316.BetheLAK-2
317.Ham,.. AK'3
318.Mohave. AZ-1
319.Cocenino, AZ-2
320.Nav*. AZ-S

321.Tuna, AZ-S
12:2. Gus, AZ-6
323.GnllanI,AZ
324.Madiaoo,AR-1
M. Marion, AR-2
326.Sharp, AR-S
327.Clay, A114
328.Cress, AR'S
329.CIeburne, AR'S
330.Pope. AR7
331.Franklin, AR-S
332.ftlk, AR.9
333.Garland, AR-10
334.liempatead. AR'iI
W. Quachita, AR-12
336. Del Mart,, CA-i
331. Modoc. CA-2
338.Alpine, CA'S
339.Means, CA-I
W. San I. Obiapo,

CA-S
34'. Mono, CA-S
342.Imperial. CA-?
343.Tthsma, CA-8
344.Mendocino. CA-9
345.Sian., CA'IO
346.El Dorsdo, CA-il
347.Kings, CA-13
343. MoSke, 00.1
349.Logan, 00-2
350.GarGeld, 00-3
35'. Part CO-S
353.Fibeet, CO-6
35$. San MIgowl, CO-S
354.Saguacke, CO-i
355- Lows, 00-8
358.Costills, 00-9
357. LitcbSsld, CT-i
358, Windbam, OT-2
359.Kant, DR-i
M. CS FL-I
381.GIades.FL'2
382.R,FL
38t Cithea, P2.4
36& p:6;
S6tD	 -'

386. Hamilton, FL-I
367. Jefferson. FL-S
368. Calhoun, F1,9
369. Walton, FL-ID
370. Monroe. FL-11
371.Whitfield, GA-1
372- Dawson, GA-2
373. Chanooge, GA-3
374. Jasper, GA-S
375. Haralaon, GA-S
376. SpeWing. GA-S
377. Hancock, GA-?
378. Want, GA-8
379. Marion, GA-9
M. BIeckIa3c GA-b
381. monte, GA-li
382. IAbert,, GA-12
333. Early, GA-13
334, Worth, GA-14
M. Kausi, HI-i
M. Man, 111-2
387. Hawaii, HI-3
388. Boundary, ID-I
339. Idaho, 113.3
M. Lainl,i, ID-3
$91. Elmota, ID-I
392. Barns, ID-S
39$. Cart ID'S
394, Jo Devises, IL-I
396. Bureau. 11,2
396. Netter. IL'S
3917. Adam., 11._4
398. Mason, 11._5
M. Monlguenety. U6
400. Vermilion, IL-?
401. Washington, 11._a
402, CIa,, IL'9
408. Newton, IN-1
404, Kosduako, IN-3
406. Huntington, IN'S
406. Miami, IN-I
407. Warren. IN-S
406. Randolph, Ui-S
409. Owen, IN-I
410. Brown, IN-8
Sit Decatur, 114-9
412. Mills, IA-i
413. Union, IA-2
414. Monroe, IA-3
415. Muntins, IA4
416.J. IA-S
417. laws, IA'S,
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Appendix 1.3 List of MSAs and HSAs
(Continued) -
418.Audubon. IA-?
419.Monona, IA-8
420, Ida. IA -S
421.Humboldt, IA-b
422.Hardin, IA-il
423.Winneahiek, 1A 12
121. Mitchell, LA-Il
425.Kossuth. LA-14
426.Dickinson. IA-iS
421. Lyon, IA-16
428.Cheyenne. KS-1
429.Norton, 118-3
430.Jewel?, KS-3
431.Marshall, 118-4
432.Bron. KS'S
433.Wallace. KS-S
434.Trego. KS'?
435.Ell sworth, KS-8
436.Morri, 1(3-9
437.Franklin, 115-10
435. Hamilton. KS-fl
439.Hodgoman, 1(8-12
440.Edwards, 1(5-13
44!. Bonn. 1(8-14
442.Elk, KS-is
443.Fulton, KY-I
444.Union. KY-2
445.Heads, KY-3
44.6. Spencer. KY-4
447. Barren, KY-5
448, Madison, KY-II
449.Tyimble. KY7
450.Mason, KY'S
451.Elliott. KY-9
452.Powell. KY-b
453, Cla, KY-Il
454.Claibome, LA-I
455.Morehouse. L,A-2
456.Dc Solo, LA-I
457.Caldwell, 1A4
455. Beauregard, LA-5
459.Iberville, LA -S
460.West Feliciana, L.A-I
461.St. James, LA-S
462.Plaquemines, LA-9'
463.Oxford, ME-I
464.Somerset, ME-2
465.Kennebec, ME-3
466.Washington. ME4
467.Garrett. MD-i
468.Kent, MD-3
459. Frederick, MD-a

470.Franklin, MA-I
471.Bansatable. MA-2
412 Gogebic. MI-i
473.Mge, MI-2
474.Emmet, MI'S
475.Cheboygan. 1414
476.Menistee. MIS
477.Rosceessmoti. MI-ii
478.Newaygo, Ml-?
479.Allegan, MI-S
480.Can, MI-9
481.Tuscola, MI-b
482.Kiuson, MN-I
483.Lake of the Woods.

MN-2
484.Koochiching. MN-3
465. Lake, MN4
486. Within, MN-25
487, Hubbard, MN -C
483. Chippewa. MN-I
489.her qul Pane, 1,IN48
490.Pipestnne. MN-9
491.I.e Sonar, 118-10
492.Goodl.ue, MI-i-I I
493.'Panic., MS-I
494.Benten, MS-2
495.Bolivar, MS-3
496.Yslobusbss, MS-4
497.Washingto, MS-S
498.Mnntgomeiy. MS-S
499.Leake, MS.?
500.Claiborne, MS-11
501.Copialo, 148-9
502.Smith, 1.45-10
503.Lamar, MS-11
504, Atchison, MO-1
505. Harrison. MO-2
606. Schuyler MO-3
507. De KaIb, MO-1
SOS. Lam, MO-Ii
509. Marion, MO-6
510, Saline, MO-7
SI!. Callawsy,MO-S
612, Bates, MO-S
513. Benton. MO-b
514. Monitean, MO-I1
515. Marie.. MO-i2
616. Washington, MO-Il
517. Barton. 110-14
516. Stone, MO-IS
519.Ladede, MO-IS
520.Shannon, 110-17
521- Pen,, M0-IS

522- Stodtlesd, MO-19
623. Lincoln. MT-I
524. mole, MT-2
526. Phillips, MT-3
526.Daniels. MT-4
527.Mineral, MT-S
528.Deer Lodge, MT-S
529.Ferris, MT-?
530- Beaverhead, MT-8
531.Carbon. MT-9
532.Prairie. MT-10
533.Sioux, NE-I
534.Cherry. NE-2
535.Knox, NE-3
536.Grant, NE-4
537.Boone. NE-5
518, Koitls, NE-S
539, Hail, NE-?
640. Chase. NE-11
541. Adams, NE-9
5-42. Coas, NE-b
543.Humboldt, NV-1
544.Lander, N'V-2
545, Storey. NV-S
548.Mineral, NV41
54?. White Pine, NV-S
648. Cone, NH-I
549.Carroll. NH-2
560. biuntordon. NJ-I
661. Ocean. NJ-2
552. Sussex. NJ-3
563. San Juan. NM-I
554.Colfax. NM-2
555.Cation, NM-S
556.Santa Fe, NM-4
557.Grant, NM-S
558.Lincoln, NH-C
559. Jefferson, NY-1
560.Franklin, NY-2
561.Chautauqua, NY'S
562.Yates. NY4
563.O.W. NY-5
564.Columbia, NY-S
565.Cherokee, NC-i
566.Yancey, NC-2
567.Ache, NC-I
568.Henderson. NC4
569.Anion, NC-ti
510. Chatham, NC-S
571. Rocklngban, NO.7
572- Northampton. NC-S
513. Camden. NO.9

514. H.rnett, NC-to
575,Hoke, NC-il
576,Sampson. NC-12
577.Greene. NC-13
578.Pitt, NO.14
579.Cuba-us. NC-IS
580.Divide, ND-i
531. Bottineau.ND-2
582. Be., ND-S
W. McKenzie, ND-4
584.Kidder. ND-5
585.Williams. OH-I
586.Sanduak, 08-2
SB?. Ashlabuls. OH-S
558. Mercer.OH-4
589.Hancock, 014-5
590.Morrow. ON-6
591.Tuscarawaa, OH-7
592- Clinton. OH-S
593.Rosa. OH -S
594.Perry, 011-10
595.Coluonbisna, OH It
596.Ciman-o, OK-I
597.Harpe, OK-2
596. Grant. OK'S
599. Nowata, OK4
W. ItogerMills. OK -S
Wi. Sem'mole, OK-S
602, Beekham. OK-?
603.Jackson, OK-I
604.Gamin, OK-9
605.HoaltolI. 0K-I0
606.Clsteog. OR-I
601. hood Rover, OR-2
608.Umatills. OR-S
609.Lincoln, 0114
610.Coos. 08-5
611.Crook, OR-S
612.Crawford. PA-b
613.l,tcKean, PA -I
614.Petter, PA-3
615.Bradford. PA4
616.Wsyee, PA -s
617.i.awrenon, PA-43
616. Jefferson. PA-?
619.Union, PA-S
620.Greene. PA-9
621.Bedford. PA-10
622.Huntingdon, PA-Il
623, Lebanon, PA 12
624. Newport, RI-I

- 626. Ocoaee. SC-I



M. Isma. SC-2
627. Cherokee. 50.3
626 chdead.SC4
M. G. SC-5
63t aareodoe, 90-6
631. Calhoun. 50-7
631 fl.nipton. SC-S
633.IancnteZ 50-9
634.Haniiog, SD-I
635, Coroim. SD-2
636.McPbewn. 294
637.ManSsIl. 59-4
638.C-W SD-S
639- Maaken, SD-S
640. Say. SD-7
641-iQngthw,. SD-8
642-Hanson. 59-9
W. Lake, TN-i
644.Cannon. TN.2
645.Mama. TN-3
646.Hamblen, TN4
647.Fkytun, TN-s
648.GiJes.Th4
649.Biedsoe. TN-I
630. Jolmam, TN-8
651.Maury. 174-9
652.DaIlan, TX-i
653.Hantotd. TX-2
651. Panoet fl-S
M. Be4n.fl4
686- Hanieman. fl-s
657. Jack. TX-6
653. Fanaja. TX-?
659.Gainn. fl-S
660.Runnals. fl-9
661.Novena. TX-la
661 Cherokee. TX 11
663.Mudzpeth, TX-12
664.Itee,... fl-IS
665.Loving. 171:24
666 Concho. fl-IS
667.Burie.on. fl-IS
668.Newton. fl-I?
669.Edwards. TX-IS
610. flsna, fl-IS
671. Wilson. TX-b
671 Chamber., 171.21
673.Bos Eider. UT-I
674.Morfln. 07-2
675.J..&UT-3
676.tleav.r. 1774
677.Carbon. UT-S

C
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Appendix 1.3 List of MSAs and RSAS
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678. Flute. UT-8	 730. St. Thomas. Vl-1
M. Fanklj, VT-I	 731. St Croix. VI-2
M. Addison, VI'2	 732. Guam
662. Lee. VA-1	 733. American Samoa
682- Theawell. VA-2	 734. N. M.A.
683.Gil.., VA-3
684.BedRtd.VA4
685.Bath. VA-S
688. Hi8hland. VA-S
687. BuetnVath. VA-7
M. Amelia. VA-S
M. Oreen.vifle. VA-9
M. FI-edarick, VA-10
691.Madison. VA-Il
692.Caroline. VA-I2
693.Cleflam. WA-I
694.Okanosan. WA-2
695.Fern. WA-S
696 Graya Harban. WA4
69'?. Rithtaa.WA4
698. PariSc. WA-S
M. Skamania. WA-7
700.Whitman. WA-8
701.Mason. WV-1
702.Weia.l. WV-2
703.Monoegalia. WV-3
704- Grant. WV4
705. Thckn, WV-S
706. lincoln. WV-6
70L Raleigh. WV-?
708.Burnett. WI-i
709.Beyfield. Wl-2
710. VIl.a. WI-3
ill. Marinette. WI-4
712- Pierce. WI-S
713- T,-ernpeeieau. WI-6
714. Wood, WI-7
715. Vernon. WI-S
716, CoIumba. WI-S
717,Door, WI-lO
718.Park. WY-I
719.Sheridan. WY-2
730. lincoln, WY4
721- Nioltaxa.WY-4
722. converse. WY-S
M. Rinoun. PR-I
724.Adjantas. PR-I
725.ClUes, P114
723. Aiito, P114
721. Ceiba. PR-S
733. Culebrs-7
M. Vlegoee,PR
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Chàptèr

2
Elements of Cellular Mobile

Radio System Design

2.1 General Description of the Problem
Based on the concept of efficient spectrum utilization, the cellular mo-
bile radio system design can be broken down into many elements, and
each element can be analyzed and related to the others. The major
elements are4l'flhe concept of frequency, reuse channels , 4fthe co-

Efitefference reduction factor,(31"ihe desired- carrier-to-inter-
ference ratio,44Ithe handoff mechanism, an&WYell splitting. The
purpose of this chapter is to introduce a simple methodology which
will enable us to better understand how each element affects a cellular
mobile radio system.

Since the limitation in the system is the frequency resourc9i'h
challenge is to serve the eatest number of customers with a specifl4
system qu _y/ffie may ask ourselves three questions.

2(How many customers can we serve in a busy hour?

.,4. 5Jow many subscribers can we take into our system?
is/How many frequency channels do we need?

2.1.1 Maximum number of calls
per hour per cellill	 -
To calculate thepredicted number of calls per hour per cell Q in each
cell, we have o know t size of the cell n4 the traffic 	 14W

53



Figwe 2  To establish the traffic capacity from a geographic map (west Los
Angeles).

We assume that the cell can be reduced to a'2-km cell, which means
a iflf2-iradius.A-cellmsomi areas may cover many
highways, and in other areas a 2-km cell may only cover a few
highways.

Let a busy traffic area of 12 km radius fit seven 2-km cells. The
heaviest traffic cell may cover 4 freeways and 10 heavy traffic streets,
as shown in Fig. 2.1. A total lenjLth of 64 km of 2 eight-lane freewa s,
48	 2 six-lane freewa s and 88	 in-
cluding the major roads, are obtained from Fig. 2.1. Assume that
the average spacing between cars is 10 m during busy periods. We can
determine that the total number of cars is about 70,000. If one-half
the cars have car phones, and among them eight-tenths will make a
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call (n.e = 0.8) during the busy hour, there are28,000 calls per hour,
based on an average of one call per car if that car p one is used.

The maximum predicted number of calls per hour per a 2-km cell
Q is derived from the above scenario. It may be an unrealistic case.
However, it demonstrates how we can calculate Q for different sce-
narios and apply this method to finding the different Q in different

geographic areas.

2.1.2 Maximum number of frequency
channels per cell
The maximum number of frequency channels per cell N is closely re-

lated to an average cnllmj'tithe —m—Me sYsam - The standarduser's
ghabits may change as a result o t e c ging rate of the sys-

tem and the general income profile of the users If an average calling
time T is 1.76 min and the maximum calls pe hour per cell Q1 is

(I I I	 +•& nfln,.oeI mod ran h deiid as

1TQ
A --	

erlangs

Assume that the blocking probability is given, then we can easily fi4
the required number of radios in each cell.'

Example 2.1 Let the maximum calls per hour Q in one cell be 3000 and an
average callng time  be 1.16 mm. The blocking probability B is 2 percent. Then
we may use Q from Eq. (2,1-1) to find the offered load A.

A 
3000X1.7688

60

With the blocking probability B = 2 percent, the maximum number of channels
can be found from Appendix 1.1 as N = ioC

Example 2.2 If we let Q = 28.000 calls per cell per hour, based on one scenaro
shown in Sec. 2.1.1, B = 2 percent, and T = 1.76 mm, how many radio channels
are needed? The offered load A is obtained as

A 
= 28,000X 1.76 = 821

60 1

'C	 T'Jnserting the above known figures into the table of Appendix 1.1, we find that
N = 820 channels per cell.
-	 -	 -.	 -
Ex4e 22 if there are 50 channels in a cel l to handle all the calls and the
average is 100 a per call, how many calls can be handled in this cell with a
blocking probability bf2PerCW1t? Since	 5O and B = 2 percent, the offered
load can be found from Appendix 1.1 as 	 -
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A = 40.3

The number of calls 'per hour in a cell is

40.3 X 3600
Qc =	 100	

1451 calls per hour

Example 2.4 If the maximum number of calls per hour per cell is 1451 and
there is a seven-cell reuse pattern* in the system (K = 7), and assuming that
B = 2 percent and T = 100 s as in Example 2.3, then N = 50 as indicated. The
total number of required channels for a K = 7 reuse system is

N, 50 x 7 = 350 radios

If a large area is covered by 28 celli, JC = 28; the total number of
customers hi, = E M1 in the system increases. Therefore; we may
assume that the number of subscribers per cell M1 is somehow related
to the percentage of car phones used in the busy hours (T,) and the
number of calls per hour per cell Qj as

M1 = f(Q, TO (2.1-2)

where the value Qj is a function of the blocking probability B, the
average calling time T, and the number of channels N.

Qj = f(B, 7', N) (2.1-3)

If the K = 7 frequency reuse pattern is used, the total number of
required channels in the system is JV = 7 )< N. We must realize that
it is the maximum number of calls per cell Qj that determines the
total required channels N1, not the total number of subscribers M. In
this case (K = 30 and K = 7), the total number of channels N has
been used four times in the system.

2.2 Concept of Frequency Reuse Channels.

Aradio channel consists of a pair of frequencies, one for each direction
of transmission that is used for full-duplex operation. A particular
radio channel, say F1 , used in one geographic zone to call a cell, say
C, with a coverage radius B can be used in another cell with the same
coverage radius at a distance D away. -

Frequency reuse is the core concept of the cellular mobile radio sys-
tem. In this frequency reuse system, users in different geographic lo-
cations (different cells) may simultaneously use the same frequency

Its pattern is shown in Fig. 2.3 and described in Sec. 2.2.1.
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Figure 2.2 The ratio of DIR.

channel (see Fig. 2.2). The frequency reuse system can drastically in-
crease the spectrum efficiency, but if the system is not properly de-
signed, serious interference may occur. Interference due to the com-
mon use of the same channel is called cochannel interference and is.
our major concern in the concept of frequency reuse. 	 -

2.2.1 Frequency reuse schemes
The frequency reuse concept can be used in the time domain and the
space domain. Frequency reuse in the time domain results in the oc-
cupation of the same frequency in different time slots. It is called time-

division multiplexing (TDM). Frequency reuse in the space domain can
be divided into two categories.

1. Same frequency assigned in two different geographic areas, such
as AM or FM radio stations using the same frequency in different
cities.

2. Same frequency repeatedly used in a same general area in one
system2—the scheme is used in cellular systems. There are many
cochannel cells in the system. The total frequency spectrum allo-
cation is divided into K frequency reuse patterns, as illustrated in
Fig. 2.3 for K = 4, 7, 12, and 19.

2.2.2 Frequency reusq

on
	 in

mttyflnthrce,tTipe of geographic terrain contour,
tmca1Thigniwetransmitted power at each cell site.

The frequency reuse distance D can be determined from

- D=VkR'	 - (2.2-1)

Where K is tht -requency, reuse pattern shown in Fig. 2.2, then
A LI -	 -.
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Figwe 23 N-cell reuse pattern.

a

P'Ifl p,I.Si 1 3. j - 2

3.461? K=4
D— 4.61?	 K=7

- 6R	 K=12
7.551? K= 19

If all the cell sites transmit the same power, then K increases and the
frequency reuse distance D increases. This increased D reduces the
chance that coclrnnnel interference may occur.

Theoretically, a large K is desired. However, the total number of
allocated channels is fixed. When K is too large, the number of chan-
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nels assigned to each of K cells becomes small. It is always true that

if the total number of channels in K cells is divided as K increases,
tninking inefficiency results. The same principle .pli!s to spectrum
inefficiency- . if the total number of channels are divided into two net-
work systems serving in the same area, spectrum inefficiency in-
creases, as mentioned in Sec. 1.3.

Now the challenge is to obtain the smallest number K which can

still meet our system performance requirements. This involves esti-
mating cochannel interference and selecting the minimum frequency
reuse distance D to reduce cochannel interference. The smallest value .__

of K is K = 3, obtained bt. l,j = I in the equation K =

12 + if +f (see Fig. 2.3).

2.2.3 Number of customers In the system	 -

When we design as3?stem, the traffic conditions in the area during a
busy hour are. some of the parameters that will help determine both
the sizes of different cells and the number of channels in them.

The maximum number of calls per hour per cell is driven by the
traffic conditions at each particular cell. Alter the maximum number
of frequency channels per cell has been implemented in each cell, then
the maximum number of calls per hour can be taken care of in each
cell. Now, take the maximum number of calls per hour in each cell Q
and sum them over all cells. Assume that 60 percent of the car phones
will be used during the busy hour, on average, one call per phone
(ii = 0.6) if that phone is used. The total allowed subscriber traffic M1

can then be obtained.

Example 2.5 During a busy hour, the number of calls per hour Q1 for each of 10

cells is 2000, 1500, 3000, 500, 1000, 1200, 1800, 2500, 2800, 900. Assume that

60 percent of the car phones will be used during this period (n.. 0.6) and that
one call is made per car phone. Summing over all Q5 gives the total Q.

ci. =	 Q1 = 17200 calls per hour

Since , 0.6, the number of customers in the system is

M!—'28.667-. 0.6

2.3 Cochannel Interference 	 -
Reduction Factor

Reusing an identical frequecty channel in different cells is limited by
cochannel interference between cells, and the cochannej interference
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can become a major problem. Here we would like to find the minimum
frequency reuse distance in order to reduce this cochannel interfer-
ence.

Assume that the size of all cells is roughly the same. The cell size
is determined by the coverage area of the signal strength in each cell.
As long as the cell size is fixed, cochannel interference is independent
of the transmitted power of each cell. It means that the received
threshold level at the mobile unit is adjusted to the size of the cell.
Actually, cochannel interference is a function of a parameter q defined
as

if =	 (2.3-1)

The parameter q is the cochannel interference reduction factor. When
the ratio q increases, cochannel interference decreases. Furthermore,
the separation D in Eq. (2.3-1) is a function of K, and C/I,

D = f(K,, CII)	 (2.3-2)

where K, is the number of cochannel interfering cells in the first tier
and CH is the received carrier-to-interference ratio at the desired mo-
bile receiver'

C _ C (2.3-3)i - -k;---- -

k1

In a fully equipped hexagonal-shaped cellular system, there are al-
ways six cochannel interfering cells in the first tier, as shown in Fig.
2.4; that is, K; = 6. The maximum number of K, in the first tier can
be shown as six (i.e., 2D/D 6). Cochannel interference can be ex-
perienced both at the cell site and at mobile units in the center cell.
If the interference is much greater, then the carrier-to-interference
ratio C/I at the mobile units caused by the six interfering sites is (on
the average) the same as the Cli received at the center cell site caused
by interfering mobile units in the six cells. According to both the rec-
iprocity theorem and the statistical summation of radio propagation,
the two CII values can be very close. Assume that the local noise is
much less than the interference level and can be neglected. C/I then
can be expressed, from Eq. (1.6-4), as

C R'
7 = K,	 (23-4)
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Flg,. 2.4 Six effective interfering cells of cell 1.

where y is a propagation path-loss slope s determined by the actual
terrain environment. In a mobile radio medium, -y usually is assumed
to be 4 (see Sec. 1.6). K, is the number of cochannel interfering cells
and is equal to 6 in a fully developed system, as shown in Fig. 2.4.
The six cochannel interfering cells in the second tier cause weaker
interference than those in the first tier (see Example 2.6 at the end of
SS. 2.4d).

Therefore, the cochannel interference from the second tier of inter-
fering cells is negligible. Substituting Eq. (2.3 . 1) into Eq. (2.3-4) yields

i	 =	 1	 (2.3-5)

- 
2 (k)' S (q'

where q is the cochannel interference reduction factor with kth co-

channel interfering cell

-	 (2.3-6)
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(a)

Figure 2.5 Cochannel interference from six interferers. (a) Receiving at the cell site; (6)
receiving at the mobile unit.

2.4 Desired CA from a Normal Case in an
Omnidirectional Antenna System

2.4.1 Analytic solution

There are two cases to be considered: (1) the signal and cochannel
interference received by the mobile unit and (2) the signal and Co.
channel interference received by the cell site. Both cases are shown
in Fig. 2.5. N. and N,, are the local noises at the mobile unit and the
cell site, respectively. Usually N. and N, are small and can be ne-
glected as compared with the interference level. The effect of the co-
channel interference on spectrum efficiency systems will appear in
See: 13.4. As long as the received carrier-to-interference ratios at both
the mobile unit and the cell site are the same, the system is called a
balanced system. In a balanced system, we can choose either one of
the two cases to analyze the system requirement; the results from one
case are the same for the others.

Assume that all D,, are the same for simplicity, as shown in Fig. 2.4;
then D lilA , and q = q , and

Thus	 = 6	 (2.4-2)
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 IN

and
q16 I,1	 (2.4-3)
\ 

In Eq. (2.4-3), the value of CII is based on the required system per-
formance and the specified value of y is based on the terrain environ-
ment. With given values of CII and 'y, the cochannel interference re-
duction factor q can be determined. Normal cellular practice is to
specify CII to be 18 dB or higher based on subjective tests and the
criterion described in Sec. 1.5- Since a CH of 18 dB is measured by
the acceptance of voice quality from present cellular mobile receivers,
this acceptance implies that both mobile radio multipath fading and
cochannel interference become ineffective at that level. The path-loss
slope -y is equal to about .4 in a mobile radio environment.'

q = DIR = (6 X 63.1W4 = 4.41	 (2.4-4)

The 90th percentile of the total covered area would be achieved by
increasing the transmitted power at each cell; increasing the same
amount of transmitted power in each cell does not affect the result of
Eq. (2.44). This is because q is not a function of transmitted power.
The computer simulation described in the next section finds the value
of q 4.6, which is very close to Eq. (2.4-4). The factor q can be related

to the finite set of cells K in a hexagonal-shaped cellular system by

q = Yak	 (2.4-5)

Substituting q from Eq. (2.4-4) into Eq. (2.4-5) yields

K = 7	 (2.4-6)

Equation (2.4-6) indicates that a seven-cell reuse pattern* is needed
for a CH of 18 dB. The seven-cell reuse pattern is shown in Fig. 2.3.

Based on q = DIR, the determination of 0 can be reached by choos-
ing a radius 1? in Eq. (2.4-4). Usually, a value of q greater than that
shown in Eq. (2.4-4) would be desirable. The greLtr the value of q,
the lower the cochannel interference. In a real environment, Eq. (2.3-
5) is always true, but Eq. (2.4-1) is not. Since Eq. (2.4-4) is derived
from Eq. (2.4-1), the value q may not be large enough to maintain a
carrier-to-interference ratio of 18 dB. This is particularly true in the
worst case, as shown in Chap. 6-

* In this seven-cell reuse pattern, the total al!ccatcl frequency band is divided into
seven subsets. Each particular subset of frequency channels is assigned to one of seven
cells.
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Example 2.6 Compare interference from the first tier of six interferers with that
from twelve interferers (first and second tiers) (see Fig. 2.4).

From the first tier,
-4	 4

	

_ 1_..S!	 (E2.6-1)

'±1	
6

From the first and second tiers,

C	 =	 1	 -	 ..(E2.6-2) -
6	 6(ar+a)	 --- --.-	 -

i-t

Since we have found a, = 4.6, then from the second tier, a2 1)/R I 2D,/R,

= 242, 9.2. Substituting a, and a 2 into Eqs. (E2.6-1) and (E2.6-2), respectively,
yields

(c\
tier 

= 18.72 dB

 = 18.46 dB
(CI )i. and2edtien

We realize that a negligible amount of interference is contributed by the six
interferers from the second tier.

2.4.2 Solution obtained from simulation
The required cochannel reduction factor q can be obtained from the
simulation also. Let one main cell site and all six possible cochannel
interferers be deployed in a pattern, as shown in Fig. 2.4. The distance
D from the center cell to the cochannel interferers in the simulation
is a variable. D = 2R can be used initially and incremented every 0.5R

as D = 2R, 2.5R, 31?. For every particular value of D, a set of simu-
lation data is generated.

First, the location of each mobile unit in its own cell is randomly
generated by a random generator. Then the distance Dk from each of
the six interfering mobile units to the center cell site (assuming K1 =
6) is obtained. The desired mobile signal as well as six interference
levels received at the center cell site would be randomly generated
following the mobile radio propagation path-loss rule, which is 40 dB/
dec, along with a log-normal standard deviation of 8 dB at its mean
value. Summing up all the data from six simulated interferences,

Kr6
I =	 4

k1

and dividing it by the simulated main carrier, value C becomes C/I.
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This CII is for a particular D, the distance between the center cell
site and the cochannel cell sites (cochannel interferers). Repeat this
process, say 1000 times, for each particular value of D, based on the
criterion stated in Sec. 1.5 (that 75 percent of the users say voice qual-
ity is "good" or "excellent" in 90 percent of the total covered area).
Then from 75 percent of the use opinion, CII = 18 dB needs to be

achieved' with a proper value of D. Assuming that mobile unit loca-
tions are chosen randomly and uniformly, then 90 percent of the area
corresponds to 900 out of 1000 mobile unit locations.

To find a proper value for D, each mobile unit location associates

with its received CII. Some CH values are high and some are low.
This means that the lowest 100 values of C/i should be discarded.

The main CII value should be derived from the remaining 900 C/I

values. This associates a particular C/I for a particular separation D.

Repeating this process for different values of D, the corresponding

mean C/I values are found. The CII versus I) curve can be plotted,

depicting CII = 18 dB as corresponding to D = 4.6R, as illustrated in

the Bell Lab publication. 4 Then

	

q =	 4.6	 (2.4-7)

Comparing the values of q obtained from an analytic solution shown
in Eq. (2.4-4) and q obtained from a simulation solution shown in Eq.
(2.4-7), the results are surprisingly close.

Although a simulation (statistical) approach deals with a real-world
situation, it does not provide a clear physical picture. The two agree-
able solutions illustrated in this section prove that the simple analytic
method is implementable in a cellular system based on hexagonal
cells.

2.5 Handoff Mechanism

The handoff is the process mentioned in Sec. 1.7. It is a unique feature
that allows cellular systems to operate as effectively as demonstrated
in actual use. To clearly describe the handoff concept, it is easy to use
a one-dimensional illustration as shown in Fig. 2.6, although a real
two-dimensional cellular configuration would cover an area with cells.
The handoff concept as applied to a one-dimensional case will also

	

apply to two-dimensional cases. 	 -	 -
Two cochannel cells using the frequency F separated by a distance

1) are shown in Fig. 2.6a. The radius 1? and the distance D are gov-

erned by the value of q. Now we have to fill in with other frequency
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flgwe as Handoff mechanism. (a) Cochannel interference reduction
ratio q. (b) Fill-in frequencies.

channels such as F2, F3, and F4 between two co.-}iannel cells in order
to provide a communication system in the whole area.

The fill-in frequencies F2, F3, and F4 are also assigned to their cor-
responding cells C2, C3, and C4 (see Fig. 2.6b) according to the same
value of q.

Suppose a mobile unit is starting a call in cell C1 and then moves
to C2. The call can be dropped and reinitiated in the frequency channel
from F1 to F2 while the mobile unit moves from cell C1 to cell C2. This
process of changing frequencies can be done automatically by the sys-
tem without the user's intervention. This process of handoff is cai,ried
on in the cellular system.

The handoff processing scheme is an important task for any suc-
cessful mobile system. How does one make any one of the necessary
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handoffs successful? How does one reduce all unnecessary handoffs in
the system'? How is the individual cell traffic capacity controlled by
altering the handoff algorithm? All these ouestions will be answered
in Chap. 9.

2.6 Cell Splitting

2.6.1 Why splitting?

The motivatiui betiL implemer.Ling a celAar mobile system is to
improve the utilization of spectrum efficcncy. 5'° The frequency reuse
scheme is one cc.nrept, and cell splitt-. ig is another concept. When
traffic density starts to build up and the frequency channels F1 in each
cell C1 cannot provide enough mobile calls, the original cell can be split
into smaller cells. Usually the new radius is one-hall the ogjnara-
dius (see Fig. 2.7). There are two ways of splitting: In Fig. 2.7a, the
original cell site is not us--d, while in Fig. 2.7b, it is.

old cell radius
New cell radius	 (26-1)

Then based on Eq. (2.6-1), the following equation is true.

New cell area = old cell area	 (2.6-2)
4

Let each new cell carry the same maximum traffic load of the old cell;
then, in theory,

New traffic load =
	

traffic load
Unit area	 unit area

2.6.2 How splitting?

There are two kinds of cell-splitting techniques:

1. Permanent splitting. The installation of every new split cell has
toTiiffatttttne; the number of channels, the transmitted
power, the assigned frequencies, the choosing of the cell-site selection,
and the traffic load consideration should all be considered. When
ready, the actual service cut-over should be set at the lowest traffic
point, usually at midnight on a wee:nd- Hone"1y, only a few calls
will be dropped because of this cut-over, iaaurnng that the downtime
of the system is within 2 h.
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Figure 2.7 Cell so'idng.

2. Dynamic sp1itr1. This ftc"..in bisad on utilizing the ailocated
spectrum efficiency in zeal ti-:c-. The 'roiithm for dynamically split-
t!' cell sites is a	 ;':- .........-. - ...ac': afford to have one
cell unused n• frg 1l-,platting at heavy traffic hours. Section 10.4.2
will discuss this topic in depth.

2.7 Consideratio.i ot the Compc"nts of
Cellular Systems

-
C

/

The e1ern'nts	 :-:-.la:.' üahiL radio system design have been men-
;.-ed in the previou- -ctio	 4:-- we must also consider fb q com-

ponents of celluiar -ysterns, such as mobile radios, antennas, cell-site
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Figure 2.8 A general view of cellular telecommunications systems.

controller, and MTSO. They would affect our system design if we do
not choose the right one. The general view of the cellular system is
shown in Fig. 2.8. Even though the ETA (Electronic Industries Asso-
ciation) and the FCC have specified standards for radio equipment at
the cell sites and the mobile sites, we still need to be concerned about
that equipment. The issues affecting choice of antennas, switching
equipment, and data links are briefly described here.

2.7.1 Antennas
Antenna pattern, antenna gain, antenna tilting, and antenna height'
all affect the cellular system design. The antenna pattern can be om-
nidirectional, directional, or any shape in both the vertical and the
horizon planes. Antenna gain compensates for the transmitted power.
Different antenna patterns and antenna gains at the cell site and at
the mobile units would'affect tli6 systenijetformance and so must be
considered in the system design.

The antenna patterns seen in cellular systems are different from
the patterns seen in free space. If a mobile unit travels around a cell
site in areas with many buildings, the omnidirectional antenna will
not duplicate the omnipattern. In addition, if the front-to-back ratio
of a directional antenna is found to be 20 dB in free space, it will be
only 0 dB at the cell site. An explanation for these phenomena is
given in Chapter 5.

Antenna tilting can reduce the interference to the neighboring cells
and enhance the weak spots in the cell. Also the height of the cell-site
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antenna can affect the area and shape of the coverage in the system.
The effect of antenna height will be described in Chap. 4.

17.2 Switching equipment

The cpaeity of switching equipment in cellular systems is nut based
on the number of switch ports but on the capacity of the processor
asso&ated with the switches. In a big cellular system, this processor
ihoud be large. Also, because cellular systems are unlike other sys-
tems, it is important to consider when the switching equipment would
reach the maximum capacity.

The service life of the switching equipment is not determined by the
life cycle of the equipment but by how long it takes to reach its Ml
capacity. If the switching equipment is designed in modu!es, or as dis-
tributed switches, more modules can be added to increase the capacity
of the equipment. For decentralized systems digital switehe may be
"rnre suitable. The future trend seems to be the t:tiiztticn of system
.:dat This rnecns that switching equipment can -------2tfltJ.

v.i.hing equiy.ment so that a call can be carrie-frox :c3-e--2c,5:;j -

.n:*i*z.systetzwithout the call being dropped. We wi: dise:-thes-r
issues in Chap. 11.	 -

2.73	 ta links

ta links are shown in Fig. 2.8. Although they are n dinwtly
i,t,tdby the cellular system, they are impOrtOTltintl;e sy:-i

can carry multiple channel data (10 kips datait.trmitted
-ranne) from the cell site to the MTSO. This fast-spe --

L!-tnwtission cannot be passed through a regular telephc-•ci.--•
Therefore, data bank devices are needed. They can he rnuItipkned,
-cn .data channels passing through a wideband T-carrier wire line
e 'g through a microwave radio link where the frequency is tinicit

tir than 850 Mhz.
kasing T1-carrier wire lines through telephone companka cat Ft

•c±	 ;fttigh the use of microwaves may he a !Or--term money
saver, the availability of the microwave link has to be consider3u
is described in Chap. 12. The arrangement of data links will be de-
scribed in Chap. 11.
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Chàpter3
Specifications

of Analog Systems

In this chapter, we concentrate on U.S. analog cellular mobile speci-
fications.' Also, we touch on the differences in ether foreign analog
cellular mobile systems.

3.1 Definitions of Terms and Functions

1. Home mobile station (unit). A mobile station that is subscribed
in its cellular system.

2. Land station. A station other than a mobile station, which links
to the mobile station.

3. Control channel. A channel used for the transmission of digital
control information from a land station to a mobile station, or vice
versa.

4. Forward control channel ( FDCC). A control channel used from a
land station to a mobile station.

5. Reverse control channel (RECC). A control channel used from a
mobile station to a land station.

6. Forward voice channel (FVC). A voice channel used from a-land
station to a mobile unit.

7. Reverse voice channel (RVC). A voice channel used from a mobile
station to a land station.

8. Set-up channels, A number of designated control channels.

73
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9. Access channel. A control channel used by a mobile station to
access a system and obtain service. The accSs channel always
accesses from the mobile station to the cell site.

10. Paging channel. The act of seeking a mobile station when an
incoming call from the land line has been placed to it.

11. Digital color code (DC). A digital signal transmitted by a forward
control channel to detect capture of an interfering mobile station.
There are four codes (See Sec. 3.2.8.)

12. Flash request. A message sent on a voice channel from a mobile
station to a land station indicating a user's desire to invoke special
processing, such as an emergency.

13. Signaling tone. A 10-kHz tone transmitted by the mobile station
on a voice channel. It serves several functions.

14. Handoff. The act of transferring a mobile station from one
voice channel to another voice channel. 'There are two kinds of
handoffs:
a. Interhandoff, from one cell to another cell
b. Intrahandoff, within a cell

15. Numeric information. Used to describe the operation of the mo-
bile station.

Numeric indicators
MIN	 mobile identification number

MINi	 24 bits that correspond to the seven-digit directory num-
ber assigned to the mobile station -

11 [N2	 10 bits that correspond  to the three-digit area code
BIS Identifies whether a mobile station must check an idle-to,-

busy transition on a reverse control channel when access-
ing a system. In a forward controLchannel busy-idle bit
inserts in every 10-bit interval of a transmitted bit stream.

CCLIST	 t'uied by a mobile station on a list of control channels

CMAX	 maxim-_'- qunber of control channels to be scanned by
station (up to 21 channels)

MAXBUSY maximum number of busy occurrences allowed on a re-
versed control channel

MAXSZTR	 maximum number of seizure attempts allowed on a re-
versed control channel

NEUSY	 number of times a mobile station attempts to seize a re-
verse control channel and finds it busy

NSZTR	 number of times a mobile station attempts to seize a re-
ver5e control channel and f'i1s

PL	 mobile station PP power level
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ScC a digital number that is stored and used to identify which
SAT (ceo item 20 below) frequency a mobile station should
be received on

16. Paging. The act of seeking a mobile station when an incoming
call from the land station has been placed to it.

17. Paging channel. A forward control channel which is used to page
mobile stations and send orders.

is. Registration. The procedure by which a mobile station identifies
itself to a land station as being active.

19. Roamer. A mobile station which operates in a cellular system
other than the one from which service is subscribed.

20. Supervisory audio tone (SAT). One of three tones in the 6-kHz
region; there is one SAT frequency for each land station. In certain
circumstances, there is one SAT frequency for each sector of each
land station.

21. System identification (SID). A digital identification uniquely as-
sociated with a cellular system.

22. Electronic serial number (ESN). Each mobile station has an ESN
assigned by the manufacturer.

23. Group identification. A subset of the most significant bits of
sm that is used to identify a group of cellular systems, such as
NYNEX systems, PacTel systems, Southwestern Bell systems.

24. Channel spacing. 30 kHz per one-way channel. As an example,
channel 1 is 825.030 MHz (mobile transmit) and 870.030 MHz
(land transmit). Additional spectrum allocation of 10 MHz for the
cellular industry changes the channel numbering order.

3.2 Specification of Mobile Station (Unit) in

the United States"

3.2.1 Power
Let P0 be the specified power and f0 be the specified frequency channel.

P and fare the operating power and frequency, respectively.

Power level (carrier-off condition) requires P C —60 dBm in 2 ms

Power level (carrier-on-condition) within 3 dB of specified power(Po)
within 2 ms
Power level (off-frequency condition), if If - f.,I > 1 kflz, do not

transmit; then P C —60 dBm
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Power transmitted levels are maximum effective radiated power
(ERP) with respect to a half-wave dipole

Mobile stations have three station class marks:

Power class	 P, power level 0	 Tolerance

	

I	 6dBW(4.OW)	 (8dBW4PC2dBW)

	

II	 2dBW(16W)	 (4dBWCP' —2dBW)

	

III	 —2 cIBW (0.6 W)	 (0 dBW P —6 dBw)

Each mobile station power class I has eight full power levels (0 to 7),
with power level 0 being the highest. Each level has a 4-dB drep. The
total power control range for power class I (mobile) is 28 dB. The
names CMAC and VMAC indicate the maximum control and -maxi-
mum voice attenuation codes, respectively. For all three mobile station
power classes, power level 7 is —22 dBW (or 8 dBm or 6.3 mW).

3.2.2 Modulation

1. Compressorlexparcth.r (compandc). .'. 2:1 syihbic compander is
used. Every 2-dB change in input level converts (compresses) to 1
dB at output (at the transmitted side). Then reverse the two num-
bers (expand) at the received side. It serves two purposes:
a. To confine the energy in the channel bandwidth
b. To generate a quieting effect during a speech pulse

2. Preernphasis Ideemph.a.sis (see Fig. 3.1). The preemphasis network
and its response are shown in Fig. 3.1. The improvement factor PFM

is.
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Figure 3.2 . eviation limiter characteristics.

(12'tl)3
PFM	

E12'II - tan' (f2'Il)I

For f2h <2, pFm approaches 1.
For wideband, 12 >fI Thus

- (12/11)2
PFM

For f2 3 kHz and f = 300 Hz, the improvement factor pFm is

= 10 Iog — — = 15.23 dB

3. Deviation limiter. A mobile station must limit the instantaneous
frequency deviation to ± 12 kHz. The deviation limiter of the
frequency-to-voltage characteristic is shown in Fig. 3.2.

4. Wideband data signal. A NRZ (non-return-to-zero) binary data
stream is encoded to a Manchester (biphase) code, as shown in Fig.
3.3. It modulates to a ± 8-kHz binary ESK with a transmission rate
of 10 kbps. The advantage of using a Manchester code inn-a voice
channel is that the energy of this code is concentrated at the trans-
misson rate of 10 kHz. Therefore, a burst of signals transmitted
over the voice channel can be detected. The Manchester code is
applied to both control channels and voice channels.	 -

32.3 Limitation on emission
It is very important that each mobile station have a limit on its emis-
sion. An RF signal emitted by any receiver has to be less thin some
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Figure 3,3 Waveforms and power spectral densities of NEZ and Manchester code. (a)
Waveforms of NEZ and Manchester code. (b) Use of two frequency deviations to rep-
resent two levels. (c) Power spectral densities of NEZ and Manchester code.

value, which in turn depends on different frequency bands. The values
are shown in the box as follows.

In Mobile Transmit Band 	 In Mobile Receiving Band

	

I	 I	 I	 I

	

825	 845 MHz	 870	 890 MHz
Emitted by any	 Emitted by any

	

receiver< —60dBn	 recetver< — SOdBr,i

3.2.4 Security and identification

1. Mobile identification ThUTILbeT (MIN). A binary number of 24 bits
(2U 1.7 x 10'0) derived from a 10-digit directory telephone number.

2. Electronic serial number (ESN). A 32-bit binary number that
uniquely identifies a mobile unit and must be set by the factory. At-
tempts to changethe serial number circuit should render the mobile
unit inoperative.

The manufacturer should not overlook this requirement, and each
operating system has to check that this requirement is enforced from
different manufactured units. This number will be used in the system
for security purposes.
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An amount of revenue can be lost to the system operation if the
manufacturer fails to implement this requirement in the mobile unit
and a false ESN can be used in place easily.

3 First paging channel (FIRSTCHP). An 11-bit system which
identifies the channel number of the first paging channel when the
mobile station is "home." It is stored in the mobile unit

4. Home system identification (SID). Fifteen-bit system used to
identify the home station. The least significant bit is 1 for a Block A
system, otherwise 0 for a Block B system.

5. Preferred system selection. Provided as a means for selecting the
preferred system as either system A or system B within a mobile
station.

3.2.5 Supervision

SAT (supervisory audio tone)

1. SAT function. There are three SAT tones: 5970, 6000, and 6080
Hz The tolerance of each tone is ± 15 Hz. The features of the SAT
tones are
a. Each land station is assigned to one SAT among the three listed

above.	 -
b. One SAT tone is added to each forward voice channel (FVC) by

a land station. The mobile station detects, filters, and modulates
on the reversed voice channel (RVC) with this same tone.

c. SAT is suspended during transmission of wideband data (a burst
of signaling of 10 kbps), information, or other control features
on the reverse voice channel.

d. It is not suspended when a signaling tone (10 kHz) is sent.
e. The received audio transmission must be muted if the measured

SAT and 5CC do not agree with each other.
2. SAT transmission. The tone modulation index is ½. It is a nar-

rowband FM. The deviation tIP = ± 2 kHz is centered around each
SAT tone.

& Fade timing status of SAT The transmitter is turned off if-no
valid SAT tone can be detected or the measured SAT does not agree
with the SAT color code (SCC) of each cell site transmitted by the
control signal, or if no SAT is received when the timer counts to
5 s. SOC is indicated in the set-up channel.

Signaling tone. Signaling tones must be kept within 10 kHz ± 1 Hz
and produce a nominal frequency deviation of ±8 kHz of the carrier
frequency. It is used over the voice channel. It serves three functions.
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1. Flush for special orders
2. Terminate the cells

3. Order confirmation

Malfunction timer set at 60 s. The transmission will cease when the
timer exceeds 60 s. The timer never expires as long as the proper
sequence of operations is taking place.

3.2.6 Call processing

Initialization. When the user turns on the mobile station, the initial-
ization work starts.

1. Mobile station must tune to the strongest dedicated control channel
(usually one of 21 channels) within 3 s. Then a system parameter
message should be received.

2. If it cannot complete this task on the strongest dedicated control
channel, it turns to the second strongest dedicated control channel
and attempts to complete this task within the next 3-s interval.

3. Check whether it is in Enable or Disable status. Serving system
status changed to Enable if the preferred system is System A. Ser-
ving system status changed to Disable if the preferred system is
System B.

Paging channel selection

1. The mobile station must then tune to the strongest paging channel
within 3 s. Usually paging channels are control channels.

2. Receive an overhead message train and update the following:
Roam, system identification, local control status.

Idle stage. A mobile station executes each of four tasks at least every
463 ms.

1. Responds to overhead information. Compare SID, (stored) with
SID, (received). If SID, # SID,, return to initialization stage.

2. Page match. If the roam status is Disable, the mobile station must
attempt to match for one-word message or two-word messages. If
the roam status is Enable, the mobile station must attempt to
match two words.

3. Order. After matching the MIN, respond to the order.
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4. Rescan access channels.- Because the vehicle is moving, informa-
tion must be updated. Rescan at 2- to 5-min intervals, depending
on different manufacturers.

Call initiation. Origination indication (system access task).

1. System access task. When the system access task is started, an
access timer is set for

Origination	 max 12 $
Page response	 max 6 a
An order response	 max 6 a
Registration	 max 6 a

2. Scan access channels. Choose one or, at most, two channels with
the strongest signals. If the service request cannot be completed on
the strongest signal, the mobile station can select the second
strongest access channel (called the alternate access channel).

3. Seize reverse control channel (RECC).
a. BIS = 1 status: The mobile station is ready for sending. The

land station may ask the mobile station to check and wait for
overhead message (WFOM) bit.

WFOM = 1 The mobile station waits to update overhead informa-
tion (see item 5).

WFOM = 0 Delay a random time (0 to 92 ms) and send service re-
quest. It is an access attempt.

b. BIS = 0 status: This is the status of a "busy" condition. The
mobile station increments NEUSY by I, and then has to wait a
random time interval of 0 to 200 ms to check the BIS status (0
to 1) again. When NEUSY exceeds MAXBUSY the call is
terminated.

4. Access attempt parameters. Maximum of 10 attempts. There is a
random delay mnteival of 0th 92 ± 1 ms for each attempt at check-
ing the status of BIS. If BIS = 1, the mobile station just waits for
the transmitting power to come up and sends out the service re-
quest message. The random time delay is used to avoid two or more
mobile stations requesting services at the same time.

5. Update overhead information. Update overhead information
should be completely received by the mobile station within 1.5 s
after a call is initiated. Update overhead information is as follows.

Overhead information (OHD). The O}ID will be sent by the land
station and updated by the mobile station.
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a. Overhead control message (whether the system is overloaded or
not)	 -

b. Access type parameter message sets the busy-idle status bits in
the BIS field.

c. Access attempt parameters message provides the following
parameters.
(i) Maximum number of seizure tries allowed
(2) Maximum number of busy occurrences

After the update overhead information has been completely re-
ceived, the mobile station waits a random time interval of 0- to 750-
ms and enters the seize reverse control channel task stated in item
3.

6. Delay after failure. The mobile station must examine the access
timer every 1.5 5; if it does not expire it reenters the access task
after failure. The three failure conditions are as follows.
a. Collision with other mobile station messages. If the collision oc-

curs befrire the first 56 bits, the HIS changes from 1 to 0.
b. The land station does not receive the signaling bits. the HIS

remains 1 after the mobile station has sent 104 bits.
c. The land station receives all the signaling bits but cannot inter-

pret them and respond.
When these conditions occur, the mobile station must wait a ran-
dom time before making the next attempt. A random delay should
be in the interval of 0th 200 ms.

7. Service request message. A whole package of service request mes-
sages must be continuously sent to the land station. The format of
each signaling word is shown in Fig. 3.4. There is a maximum
length to the message consisting of five words: A, B, C, D, E. After
a complete message is sent by the mobile station, an unmodulated
carrier follows for 25 ms to indicate the end of the message.

8. Await message response. If there is no response after the request
is sent for 5 s, the call is terminated, and a 120-impulse-per-minute
fast tone is generated to the user. If deco 2,d MIN bits match within
5 s, the mobile station must respond wih the following messages.
a. If access is an origination or page response.

(1) Initiate voice channel designation message. Update the pa-
rameters as sot in the message.

(2) For a directed-retry message the mobile station must ex-
amine the signal strength on each of the retry channels and
choose up to two channels with the strongest signals. The
mobile station must then tune to the strongest retry access
channel.
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Figure 34 . Signaling format of both RECC and RVC. (a) Reverse control channel (RECC)
data stream. (b) A message word of RECC. (c) Signaling format of RVC.

b. If the mobile station encounters the start of a new message be-
fore it receives the directed-retry message, the call has to be
terminated.

3.2.7 Mobile station controls on the
voice channel

Loss of radio-link continuity. While the mobile station is tuned to a
voice channel, a fade timer must be started when no SAT tone is re-
ceived. If the fade timer counts to 5 s, the mobile station must turn
off.

Confirm initial voice channel. Within 100 ins of the receipt of the initial
voice channel designation, the mobile station must determine that the
channel number is within the set allocated to the home land station
or from the other source.

Alerting

I. Waiting for order
A. If an order cannot be received in 5 s, terminate the call.
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B. Order received- If order is received within 100 me, the action
to be taken for each order is
1. Handoff

a Turn off the home land station.
(1) a 10-kHz signal tone is on for 50 ms after the SAT

tone.
(2) Turn off signaling tone.
(3) Turn off transmitter.

Lx Turn on the new site, adjust power level.
(1) Turn to new channel.	 .
(2) Adjust to new SAT.
(3) Set SCC (signaling color code).
(4) Turn on new transmitter.

2. Alert. Turn on signaling tone, run 500 ms, and enter the
Waiting for Answer task.

3. Release
a. Send signaling tone for 1.8 s.
h. Stop sending signaling tone.
c. Turn off the transmitter.

4. Audit. Send order confirmation message to land station, re-
main in Waiting for Answer task, and reset the order timer
for 5 s.

5. Maintenance. Turn on signaling tone, run for 500 ms, and
enter the Waiting for Answer task.

6. Change power
a. Adjust the transmitter to new ordered level.
b. Send order confirmation to the land station.
c. Local control. If the local control option is enabled in the

mobile station, the local control order can be enabled if
the group identification matches the SIDE in the mobile
station's permanent security memory. A system operator
can have a "local control" order for several markets and
order under a group identification.

II. Waiting for answer. After requesting orders from the land sta-
tion, the mobile station is in the Waiting for Answer status. An
alert time ,.:us - et to 65 s. If no answer comes back in 65 5,
the call is terminated. Events occur in the same order as listed in
the Waiting for Order section above.

Conversation. A release-delay timer must beset to 500 ms during the
conversation. The task can be used for the following conditions.

1. If the user tenninates the call.
2. If the user requests a flush.
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30 synchronization bits
11 frame bits (word synchronization)
7-bit coded DCC (00)
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3. Within 100 ms of receipt of any orders, action will be taken by the
mobile station for each order

3.2.8 Signaling format

Signaling rate. The signaling rate is 10 kbps ± 1 bps. It is slow enough
to not cause the intersymbol interference. The Manchester code wave-
form is applied so that the energy of this signaling waveform is con-
centrated at 10 kHz, which can be distinguished from the energy con-
centrated around the carrier frequency for the baseband voice. (See
Fig. 3.3c.)

Signaling format. The reverse control channel (RECC) data stream is
shown in Fig. 3.4a. The first word of 48 bits is called the seizure pre-
cursor, which consists of 30 synchronization bits, 11 frame bits, and 7
coded DCC (digital color code) bits.

Each information word contains 48 bits. Each word block contains
240 bits, where each word is repeated five times.

The maximum data stream is one seizure precursor plus five word
blocks: A, B, C, D, and E. The total number of bits is 1248 bits as
shown in Fig. 3.4a.

In each information word, 36 bits are information bits and the other
12 bits are parity check bits, formed by encoding 36 bits into a (48,
36) BCH code that hS a Hamming distance of 5 (described in Chap.
13). The format is shown in Fig. 3.4b for the first word. The interpre-
tation of the data field is as follows.

NAWC
First word indication field, 1—first word, 0—subsequent words
Number of additional words coming
T field, 1—indicates an origination, 0—indicates page response
S field, 1—send serial number word, 0—otherwise
Extended address field, 1—extended address word sent, 0—not
sent
Station class mark field (see Sec. 2.2.1)

E

SCM
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Types of messages. The types of messages to be transmitted over the
reverse control channel (RECC) are:

• Page response message. When the mobile station receives a page
from the land station, the mobile station responds back.

• Origination message. The mobile station originates the call.
• Order confirmation message. The mobile station responds to the or-

der from the land station.
• Order message. The mobile station orders the tasks which should

be performed by the land station and the mobile transmission
switching office (MTSO).

Function of each word

Word A	 An abbreviated address word. It is always sent to identify the
mobile station.

Word B An extended address word. It will be sent on request from the
land station or in a roam situation. In addition, the local control
field and the other field are shown in this word.

Won' C A serial number word- Every mobile unit has a unique serial num-
ber provided by the manufacturer. It is used to validate the eli-
gible users.

Word D	 The first word of the called address.

Word E	 The second word of the called address.

Reverse voice channel (RVC). The reverse voice channel (RVC) is also
used by a wideband data stream sent from the mobile station to the
land station. A 10 kbps ± 1 bps data stream is generated. A word is
formed by encoding the 36 content bits into a (48, 36) BCH code, the
same as the RECC.

1. Signczlirtw format. The first 101 syn bits are in-zed for increasing
the possibility of successful syn. The signaling format of RVC is
shown in Fig. 3.4c. There are two words: The first word repeats five
times, and then the second word repeats five times.

2. Types of messages. There are two types of messages:
a. Order confirmation message (one word) responds to the land sta-

tion to confirm the order, e.g., handoff confirmation.
b. Called-address message (two words) establishes a three-party

call.
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3.3 Specification of Land Station
(United States)1

Most parts in the specification of the land station are the same as the
specification of the mobile station, such as the modulation of voice
signals (sec. 3.2.2), security and identification (Sec. 3.2.4),and super-
vision (Sec. 3.2.5). These sections will not be repeated in the specifi-
cation of the land station.

3.3.1 Power
Maximum effective radiated power (ERP) and antenna height above
the average terrain (HAAT) must be coordinated locally on an ongoing
basis. Maximum power is 100 W at a HAAT of 500 ft. Normally, the
transmitting 20 W at an antenna height of 100 ft above the local ter-
rain is implemented.

3.3.2 Limit on emission
The field strength limit at a distance of 100 ft or more from the re-
ceiver is 500 p.VIm.

3.3.3 Call processing
Call processing is the land station operation that controls the mobile
station.

Overhead functions for mobile station initiation. The overhead message
train contains the first part of the system identification (SID1) and
the number of paging channels (N).

On control channel

1. Overhead information is sent on the forward control channel and
requires all mobile stations to either t: 1 iate or respond with new
information during a system access.

Update the following information
• First part of the system identification (SID1)
• Serial number (S). If  = 1, all mobile stations send their serial

numbers during a system access; if S = 0, no need to send serial
number.

• Registration (REGH, REGR). The land station is capable of reg-
istering the mobile stations.
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REGH = 1	 Enables registration for home mobile stations
REGH = 0	 Qtherwise
REGR 1	 Enables registration for roaming mobile stations
REGE 0	 Otherwise

• Extended address (E)

E = 1	 Both MINi and MIN2 required
E = 0 Otherwise

• Discontinuous transmission (DTX)

DTX = 1 Let mobile stations use discontinuous transmission mode
on the voice channel (reducing power consumption for port-
able units)

DTX = 0 Otherwise

• Number of paging channels (N)
• Read control-filler message (RCF) (see Sec. 3.3.4)

RCF = 1	 ask the mobile unit to read control-filler message before
accessing a system on a reverse control channel

RCF = 0 Otherwise

• Combined paging/access (CPA)

CPA 1	 Paging channel and access channel are the same
CPA = 0	 Paging channel and access channel are not the same

• Number of access channel (CMAX)

Respond with the following information
• Local control. A system operation for home mobile stations and

for the roaming mobile stations that are members.
• New access channels (NEWWACC). Send NEWACC informa-

tion along the first access channel.
• Registfation increment (REGINCR). Each time the mobile sta-

tion increments a fixed value received on FOCC for its updated
registration ID if it is equipped for autonomous registration.

• Registration U) (REGID). The last registration number re-
ceived on FOCC and stored at the mobile station. Every time an
increment occurs REGID (new) = REGID (old) + EEGINCR, the
mobile station identifies itself to a land station.

• Rescan. The rescan global action message must be sent to re-
quire all mobile stations to enter the initialization task.
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2. The land station will use a control message (one word or two words)
to page a mobile station through its home land station. The roam-
ing mobile station must be paged with a two-word message.

3. Orders must be sent to mobile stations with a two-word control
message. The orders can be audit and local control. By sending local
orders with the order field set to local control and using system
identifications (SID) that have identical group identifications, a
home mobile station or a roaming mobile station which is a member
of a group can be distinguished.

Land station support of system access

1. Overhead information. The following information must be sent on
a forward control channel to support system access which is used
by mobile stationa.
• Digital color code (DCC). The mobile station uses DCC to iden-

tify the land station.
• Control mobile attenuation code (CMAC). When a control-filler

message is transmitted, the mobile station receiving the code has
to adjust its transmitter power level before accessing a system
on a reverse control channel.

• Wait for overhead message (WFOM). Set WFOM to 1 in the con-
trol-filler message; then the mobile station must wait for WFOM
before accessing a system on a reverse control channel.

• Overload control (OLC). The mobile stations that are assigned
to one or more of the 16 overload classes (N = 1 to 16) must not
access the system for originations on the RECC.

• Access-type parameters. When the access-type parameters'
global action message with the BIS field set to-0 is appended to
a system parameter overhead message, the mobile stations do
not check for an idle-to-busy status.

• Access-attempt parameters are the limit on the number of "busy"
occurrences for mobile stations or the default values for the num-
ber of seizure attempts.

2. Reverse control channel seizure by a mobile station. When this
equals 1 all mobile stations must check for an idle-to-busy status
when accessing a system. A seizure precursor (48 bits including
coded DCC) sent by a mobile station and received by the land sta-
tion should match its encoded form of DCC.

It must set the status of the busy-idle bits on the forward control
channel between 0.8 and 2.9 ms of receipt of the last bit of 48 bits
of the seizure precursor. The busy-idle bits must remain busy until
• 30 ms after the last word of message has been received
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• (24 N + '55) ms otherwise, where N is the maximum number of
words. It will apt exceed 175 ms.

Response to mobile station messages. It is not required that the
land station respond to the mobile station message. During periods
of system overload or high usage, it may be desirable to permit
mobile stations to "time-out" rather than sending release or other
orders which use system capacity. The usual time-out period is 5 s.
It means that after 5 s, if the mobile station does not receive any
response from the land station, the mobile station terminates the
transmitted power. The following responses to mobile stations may
be sent:
a. Origination message. Send one of the following orders.

(1) Initial voice channel designation
(2) Directed retry—direct to other cell site
(3) Intercept—priority feature
(4) Reorder—initiate again

b. Page response message. Send one of the following orders.

(1) Initial voice channel designation
(2) Directed retry
(3) Release—turn off signaling tone and release the channel

c. Order message. Send one of the following orders.
(1) Order confirmation
(2) Release

d. Order confirmation message. "No message is sent."

Mobile station control on voice channel. The change of status of the
supervisory audio tone (SAT) and signaling tone (ST) are used to sig-
nal the occurrence of certain events during the progress of a call, such
as confirming orders, sending a release request, sending a flash re-
quest, and loss of radio-link continuity. In addition to the analog sig-
naling (SAT and ST) to and from the mobile station, digital messages
(in a burst mode with 10 kbps transmission rte) can be sent to and
received from the mobile station. Response to the digital message is
either a digital message or a status change of SAT and ST.

We use the notation "(SAT, ST) status" to describe the signaling
condition.

SAT	 ST	 - (SAT, ST)
On	 Off	 On	 Off	 status'

(1,0)
(1,1)
(0,1)
(0,0)

Conditions

Mobile off-hook
Mobile on-hook
Mobile in fade
Mobile transmitter off
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1. Loss of radio-link continuity. A designated SAT tone is continu-
ously sent to the mobile station; the same SAT should be sent back
on a reverse voice channel. If within 5 s the SAT has not been
received, the land station would assume that the mobile station is
lost and terminates the call.

2. initial voice channel confirmation
a. Confirmation will be received by the land station as a change in

the SAT, ST status from (0,0) to (1,0).
b. If the confirmation is not received, the land station must either

resend the message or turn off the voice channel transmitter.
c. If the mobile station was paged, the land station must enter the

Wait for Order task or Conversation task.
3. Alerting

a. Waiting for Order task. After being paged, the mobile station
confirms the initial voice channel designation.
(1) Handoff. The mobile station confirms order by a change

in the (SAT, ST) status from (1,0) to (1,1) for 50 ms. The
land station must remain in the Waiting for Order task.

(2) Alert. The mobile station confirms the order by changing
(SAT, ST) status from (1,0) to (1,1). The land station must
then enter the Waiting for Answer task.

(3) Release. The mobile station confirms the order by a change
of (SAT, ST) status from (1,0) to (1,1) and holds the (1,1)
status for 1.8 s. The land station must then turn off the
transmitter.

(4) Audit. The mobile station confirms the order by a digital
message. The land station remains in the Waiting for Order
task.

(5) Maintenance. The mobile station confirms the order by a
change in (SAT, ST) status from (1,0) to (1, 1). The land sta-
tion remains in the Waiting for Order mode.

(6) Change power. The mobile station confirms the order by a
digital message.

(7) Local CL,iLiOl. Th n confirmation and action depends on the
message.

b. Waiting for Answer task. When this task is entered, an alert
timer must be set for 30 s. The following orders can be sent:
(1) Handoff The mobile station confirms the order by a change

of (SAT, ST) status from (1,1) to (1,0) for 500 ms followed by
(1,0) to (1,1) held for 50 ms on the old channel. Then (1,1)
status is sent on the new channel.

(2) Alert. Irno confirmation is received, the land station must
reset the alert timer to 30 s.
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(3) Stop alert. The mobile station confirms the order by a
change of (SAT, ST) status from (1,1) to (1,0).

(4) Release, the mobile station confirms the order by changing
(SAT, ST) status from (1,1) to (1,0) for 500 ms followed by a
change of (SAT, ST) from (1,0) to (1,1), which is then held
for 1.8 s. The land station must turn off the transmitter.

(5) Audit. The mobile station confirms the order by a digital
message.

(6) Maintenance, If no confirmation is received, the land sta-
tion resets the alert timer to 30 s.

(7) Change power. The mobile station confirms the order by a
digital message (see Sec. 3.2.1).

(8) Local control. The confirmation and action depends on the
message.

4. Conversation. The mobile station signals an answer by a change
in the (SAT, ST) status from (1,1) to (1,0). The land station enters
the conversation task.
a. Handoff. The mobile station confirms the order by a change in

the (SAT, ST) from (1.0) to (1.1), which is then held for 50 ms
Then the land station must remain in the Conversation task.

b. Send called address. The called mobile station confirms the or-
der by a digital message with the called address information.
This feature would save the established link if the called address
were in error because of the transmission medium.

c. The functions alert, release, audit, maintenance, and local con-
trol. Same as in the Waiting for Order task.

d. Change power The mobile station confirms the order by a dig-
ital message.

e. Flash request. The mobile station signals a flash by changing
(SAT, ST) from (1,0) to (1.1) then holding (1,1) for 400 ms, then
following with a transition to (1,0).

f Release request. The mobile station signals a release by chang-
ing the (SAT, ST) status from (1,0) to (11), which is then held
for 1;8 s. The land station must turn off the transmitter. This
would be used for the mobile user who dials a called number and
decides to terminate for any reason.

3.3.4 Signaling formats

Forward control channel (FOCC). The FOCC is a continuous wideband
10 kbps ± 0.1 bps data stream sent from the land station to the mobile
station. Each forward control channel consists of three discrete infor-
mation streams (see Fig. 3.5):
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40	 40	 40	 40

10	 II	 ______________________

HHIIIIIIIIIIIHIIII
B/l bits 1	

I	 I	 till	 liii

Repeat 1	 Repeat I	 Repeat 2	 Repeat 2
ofwordA	 of word B	 of word A ol word B

40	 40	 40	 40	 40	 40

II	 I	 111111111	 liii 
DottingT

B/lbits	
I	 1 Ii 1 11 1 I	 I 1 I	 1	 I 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 11	 1

Repeat3 Repeat 3	 Repeat 4 Repeat 4 Repeats Repeats
of word A of word B of word A of word B of word A of word B

(a)

40 bits

28 bits	 12 bits

Inioqn,ation bits	 Parity check bits

Figure 3.5 Forward control channel message stream (land-to-mobile). (a) Signaling for-
mat of FOCC. (6) A message word of FOCC.

Stream A (least significant bit of MIN = 0)
Stream B (least significant bit of MIN = 1)
Busy-idle stream (busy = 0, idle = 1); it is at a 1 kbps rate, i.e., one
busy-idle bit every 10 data bits.

The 10-bit dotting sequence (1010101010) is for bit syn. The 10-bit
length is assumed to be sufficient for bit syn because the mobile sta-
tion is always monitoring the FOCC after initialization (see 3 2.6). The
frame syn bits are the Barker sequence (11100010010). A word is
formed by coding 28 control bita nt a (40, 28, 5) BCH code. The total
number of bits is 40, the number of information bits is 28, and the
hamming distance is 5. The hamming distance d can be translated to
the capability of en-or correction bits, t, as follows:

d— 1
=2

2 

Since this code will detect errors as well as correct them, it reduces
to correct one bit in error and assure detection of two. bits in error.
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2	 2	 24	 12

	

Tj I DCC'	 MINI 23-0	 I	 '
(a)

10 Isec- ii	 MIN233	 t RsvE = ol Local or:ot o:	
1:

erl 

	

2	 2	 10	 3	 13	 12

	

10 SCC Oil	 MIN2,24 I vMc I Chan j r_j

(c)

DCC 7 bit coded	 5CC
(h. FOCC) - CCC On RECC -

	

00	 0000000	 00	 5970 Hz

	

01	 0011111 a01	 6000 HZ
C)

	

10	 1100011	 10	 6030 Hz

	

11	 1111100	 II	 Not a Channel desigflaliofl

FIgure 3.6 Mobile station control message. (a) Word 1—abbreviated address word
(the busy-idle stream is not shown); (6) word 2—extended address word (8CC =
ii); (c) won! 2—extended address word (8CC * in; (ci) DCC and 8CC codes.

The code is a shortened version of the primitive (63,51,5) BCH code.
It has 12 parity check bits. M long as the 12 parity check bits are
retained, the shortened version can be any length. We use (40,28,5),
for which a message of 28 bits is suitable (see Fig. 3.5b). The trans-
mission rate is 10 kbps. The throughput is 1200 bps (see Fig. 3.5a).

Types of messages

1. Mobile station control message. Consists of one, two, or four
words.
a. Word 1, Abbreviated address word (see Fig. 3.6a), T1 7'2 type

field.
T1T2 = 00	 Only word 1 is sent
T1 T2 = 01	 Multiple words are sent.
DCC—digital color code field, 2 bits sent on FOCC. Then it is
received by the mobile station and translated to a 7-bit coded
Dcc on RECO (see Fig. 3.6d).
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Overhead message types

	

Code	 Order

	

000	 regsttaIiOfl ID

	

001	 control-tiller

	

010	 reserved

	

Oil	 reserved

	

100	 global action

	

101	 reserved

	

110	 word 1 of system parameter message

	

111	 word 2 of system parameter message

(a)

r,; IdI	
R:lD	 END 0H0l

cm

Figure 3.7 Overhead message types and format.

1,. Words 2 to 4. Extended address word T17'2 = 10, set in each
additional word (see Fig. 3.6b and c). Let 5CC = 11 or 5CC *
11 (see two bits indicated in Fig. 3.6d).
(1) Word 

(a) By combining "order code" (ORDER) and "order qualifi-
cation code" (ORDQ) in this word (see Fig. 3.6b), we can
describe 11 functions.

	

Page (or	 origination)	 Registration
Alert	 Intercept

	

Release	 Maintenance

	

Reorder	 Send called address
Stop alert	 Direct-retry status
Audit

(b) Also changes the mobile station power levels in eight
levels

(2) Word 3. First directed-retry word
(3) Word 4. Second directed-retry word.

2. Overhead message (01-ID). A 3-bit OHD field (see Fig. 3.7a) is used
to identify the overhead message types. It locates just before the
12 parity check bits shown in Fig. 3.7b. The overhead types are

	

grouped into the	 following functional classes.	 -
a. System parameter overhead message. The system parameter

overhead message must be sent every 0.8 t 0.3 s. It consists of
two words: word 1 contains the first part of the system identi-
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BS Iwsi Word B5IwI Word I BS	 ^V-rd
FVC	 101	 11	 40	 37	 11	 40	 37	 11	 i 4O	 (28,12)

RVC	 100	 11	 48	 37	 11	 48	 ar	 II	 148	 (36,12)
Repeal ii tines for FVC	 BS- Bit sync.
Repeat  times for PVC	 IWS . Word sync.

Figure 3.8 Signaling format of FVC and ItVC.

fication field, and word 2 contains the number paging chan-
nels and number of access channels.

b. Global action overhead message. There are many global action
overhead messages. Each of them consists of one word. The ac-
tions are registration increment, new access chpnnel starting
point, maximum busy occurrences, maximum seiure tries, etc.

c. Registration ID message. It consists of one word;containing the
registration ID field.

d. Control-filler message. It consists of one word and is sent
whenever there is no other message to be sent on FOCC. It is
used to specify a control mobile attenuation code (CMAC) which
is used by mobile stations accessing the system, and a Wait for
Overhead Message bit (WFOM) indicating whether mobile sta-
tions must read an overhead message train before accessing the
system.

3. Data restriction
a. The overhead message transmission rate is about once per

second.
b. Design the control-filler message to exclude the frame-sync

(Word sync) sequence.
c. Restrict the use of certain control office codes.'-,

Forward voice channel (FVC). During the call period, fl/C is used for
signaling. At the beginning, the 101-bit dotting sequence is used for
bit sync then for all the repeat dotting sequences; each of them only
contains 37 bits, as shown in Fig. 3.8. The word length is 40 bits and
repeats 11 times. The reason for repeating 11 times is to be sure that
the handoff message would reach the mobile station before the signal
dropped below the unacceptable level at the mobile station. The FVC
signaling is mainly used for handoff, and the signal level when the
handoff occurs is usually very weak. Therefore, the purpose of the FVC
is to be sure that the mobile station will get the message and not have
a chance to send back a response on receipt because of a weak signal
condition.	 . .
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3.3.5 Additional spectrum radio
(ASR) issues
The FCC has alloci&led an additional 83 voice channels to each system
(Band A and Band B). ASR will have 832 channels, half of them, 416
channels (333 channels plus 83 channels), are operated for each sys-
tem. The 21 control channels still remain the same, but the total num-
ber of voice channels becomes 395. The new numbering scheme is
shown below.

—
(Ba. Ti) -.	 859	 070	 8%	 890	 891.5	 894 MHz (Ba. Ix)
(MctI. Ti) - 	 024	 .flS	 83$	 845	 846.5	 849 MHz (M	 Ti)

(4 ci dw.Ss)-.	 (S*)	 (Mew)	 (Mew)
33(A)	 333(A)	 333(8)	 J	 50(A)	 83(0)

(0,. n..mtrç)-' 99'	 1	 333334	 666667	 716717	 799

ASH is identified by using the station class mark field as shown in
Fig. 3.4b. The station class mark (SCM) consists of 4 bits and is spec-
ified as shown below.

Power class	 SCM	 Transmission	 SCM	 Bandwidth	 SCM

Class 1 (4 W)	 XXOO	 Continuous	 XOXX 20 Mhz	 OXJC(

Class II (1.2 W)	 f101	 Discontinuous	 X1XX	 25 MHz (ASR)	 1)0CC

Class 111 (0.6 W)	 XX1O
Reserved	 )CCl1

The new frequency management charts for Block A and Block B are
shown in Table 3.1.

3.4 Different Specificationk of the World's
Analog Cellular Systems

In general, cellular syc;uvs can be classified by theis operating fre-

quencies: 450-MHz or 800-MHz. Also, they can be distinguished by
the spacing between their channels (also called the channel band-

width): 30, 25, or 20 kHz. Japanese NTT has deployed a 12.5-kHz
channel spacing in their cellular system.

The large-capacity cellular telephones used in the world are listed
in Table 3.2. There are five major systems, and their message protec-
tion schemes are different. The major differences are
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C450

Germany

NEC

Australia
Singapore
Hong Kong
Jordan
Colombia
Mexico
Kuwait

102 chapter Three

TABLE 3.3 World's Analog Cellular Systems

NTT	 AMPS	 I TACS	 NMI2

Japan U.S. -	 England	 4 Nordic countries
Canada	 Hong Kong	 Spain
South Korea China	 The Netherlands
Hong Kong	 Belgium
Taiwan	 Oman
Australia	 Saudi Arabia
China	 Tunisia
Mexico	 Malaysia
Brazil	 Australia
Argentina	 Ireland
Chile

SOURCE; Report from international Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR).

1. The principle of majority decision (PM]))

2. The automatic repeat request (ARQ)

These schemes each have their merits. In a very severe fading envi-
ronment, PMD is a good candidate. In a fairly light fading environ-
ment, ARQ is a good candidate. Table 3.3 lists the system of each
country's use. There are 25 countries which have cellular systems.

Today there is no compatibility among the analog cellular systems
serving European countries. In 1982, they agreed to set up a pan-
European digital cellular standard, called GSM (special mobile group)
specification, which was implemented in 1992 and is described in
Chap. 15.
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